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ABSTRACT
In l8>+5, organized settlement of German emigrants was 
concentrated in that part of Texas known as the hill coun­
try of the Edwards Plateau. Anglo-Americans coming primarily 
from states of the Old South had begun to settle the same 
general area. Both ethnic groups provided for initial per­
manent occupance of a region which had been thinly populated 
by roving Indian bands and the almost equally transient 
Spaniards.
The introduction of several thousand German colonists 
to a new and strange habitat and their subsequent contact 
with the American frontiersmen poses the principal problem 
of the study--how did the immigrant react to the new influ­
ences and what, if any, is the evidence of a German cultural
imprint in the landscape?
•*»
It was found that the German settlement effect is most 
evident in three hill country counties--Comal, Kendall, and 
Gillespie. The natural environment of this area provided 
the German settler with a number of desired features; among 
them water and timber, a base for his small-scale farming, 
and separation from the American socio-economic system of 
slavery and cotton production.
Within the German settlement region a number of
traits were identified and -selected for the purpose of cul-
iii
iv
tural-geographical delimitation. Among these traits, 
language and certain social and economic practices though 
often no longer readily apparent in the landscape form a 
part of the total German culture complex. Architectural 
features, on the other hand, remain as indicators of the 
diffusion of traditional forms and practices and the influ­
ences of the new culture and environment.
The evidence obtained from archival sources, field 
sampling, and interviews proved that the German immigrant 
during the initial settlement phase adopted the American 
building types and their simple log construction. However, 
he returned later to materials and methods of construction 
that reflect the diffusion of traditionally German traits. 
Half-timbering and the use of stone in construction became 
typical German landscape imprints. Rock houses, Mrns, and 
fences are all representative features of a German settle­
ment phase. An inherent feature of this phase was permanence 
in settlement, a characteristic which contrasted from the 
ephemeral nature of occupance on the frontier.
Although the immigrants adopted many of the American 
cultural traits, including building types, they did continue 
to use a number of distinctively traditional traits which 
provided for diagnostic landscape elements. The recognition 
of material and non-material traits related to German 
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INTRODUCTION
The relative isolation which segments of this country 
enjoyed in the past is today rapidly vanishing. The con­
struction of highways and byways to serve a highly motor­
ized America has placed concrete tentacles into the 
country's farthest corners. Hand in hand with improvements 
in accessibility comes economic stimulation, if not total 
reorientation. The "freeing" of an area from the grip of 
geographic isolation will indeed open new vistas in man's 
relationship with his environment. The subsequent effects 
are modifications in the manner in which man occupies and • 
utilizes the land, and invariably the cultural landscape is 
altered. Such change may, of course, be defined as progress. 
Whether such is actually the case depends obviously on one's 
point of view. It may, however, be anticipated that in 
the process of changing attitudes toward one's environment, 
the old order of cultural forms will be replaced. Indeed, 
the improvement and increase in the means for greater cul­
tural contact and integration must subsequently lead to 
degrees of acculturation. It may be anticipated that the 
culturally dominant group will’ eventually absorb the weaker, 
thereby suppressing its diagnostic features. Among these 
features, houses, barns, fences, building materials and 
practices are most important. Together, they form the
1
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noticeable man-made imprint of the cultural landscape pro­
viding an insight to cultural diffusion and adoption, 
functional changes, and the effects of the physical environ­
ment. It is these features or elements possessing both 
time and space dimensions, which are the foundations of 
cultural-historical geography. Their modification and, in 
fact, elimination, is proceeding today at an ever-increasing 
pace. This particular trend should inspire an interest in 
the investigation of all those distinctive elements which 
form the building blocks within the ever-changing matrix of 
our cultural landscape.
The above comments apply in definite measure to an 
area in south-central Texas which during the last century 
received a large contingent of German immigrants. Their 
coming to Texas coincides with that period of the nineteenth 
century when the search for national identity among the 
various German peoples was approaching its climax. Notions 
of republican reform had spread from France and had engulfed 
the populace of the German states. As the forces of popular 
revolution were fully gathering momentum, many a "Landsmann" 
decided to forego the supposed advantages of a dethroned 
aristocratic authority and, instead, turned his back on the 
Fatherland. His new destiny lay across the Atlantic. It 
was there that he anticipated reestablishing a life which was 
increasingly being denied to him within his own country.
In fact, during that time of Germany's political, economic, 
and sociological upheaval one of the most ambitious attempts
at organized emigration from that country to North America 
was taking shape.1 A group of German noblemen took it 
upon themselves to relieve social and economic pressures 
among the peasants and artisans at home by providing for 
their emigration abroad.
For the implementation of the so-called New Germany 
in North America, a grant area within the then young Repub­
lic of Texas was chosen. During the summer of 18^, the 
first emigrants who had been recruited by the settlement 
organization sailed for the shores of Texas. In subsequent 
years many thousands of German settlers followed and joined 
that initial group in the hill country of south-central 
Texas. Their impact within that area of Texas has been 
distinct and relatively oblivious to time changes and the 
seemingly overpowering effects of Anglo-American influence. 
Although this condition is still largely true, there exists 
strong evidence that the traits that provide for cultural- 
geographic distinctiveness today may disappear tomorrow. 
Already, the average motorist speeding along Interstate 35 
between Austin and San Antonio, Texas, will be unaware of 
the fact that he is passing through the eastern margins of 
an area which a little over one hundred years ago was
1This organized settlement plan was apparently not 
just one of the most ambitious, but also the most publi­
cized. Mack Walker in his study Germany and the Emigration.
1816-1885 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 19<~5+)5 
p. 82, writes: "The most energetically discussed coloniza­
tion project was that of the Society for the Protection of 
German Emigrants in Texas, commonly called the Adelsverein." 
It was this publicity, most often of a hostile nature, that 
contributed to the rather early demise of the project.
A
destined to be a New Germany in Texas.
To such a traveler, the green-and-white route markers 
indicating the approach of a hamlet or small town are most 
likely of no more concern than the fields of cotton and 
sorghum that parallel the highway or the thin line of higher 
and rougher terrain noticeable toward the west. True, the 
landscape that passes by is rather monotonous and as such 
perhaps not necessarily stimulating. Nevertheless, a good 
observer, cognizant of his surroundings, would be aware of 
landscape differences. He would hardly miss recognizing the 
passing of such unusual place names as Niederwald, Freiheit, 
Schumansville, and New Braunfels, and invariably conclude 
that the Dutch must have had their hand in shaping this area.
Among the elements that give character to the cul­
tural landscape, building types and practices are of singu­
lar importance. In their appearance and function they may 
reflect an old habit conditioned by experiences within a 
new cultural and physical habitat. The German emigrants 
who came to the hill country of south-central Texas were no 
exception when they gave the land an identifying mark by 
erecting structures that combine traditional German influ­
ences with those of the new milieu. Most charaateristic of 
the German settlement imprint are houses and service build­
ings constructed by half-timbering or rock-and-mortar 
methods. Seemingly endless rock fences indicate that the 
local limestone became the common building material of the 
German settler. Whether constructed by half-timber methods
5
or built with native stone, the resultant structures offer 
a noticeable contrast to the contemporaneously built log 
or frame dwellings which reflect the Anglo-American influ­
ence .
Although a New Germany in Texas did not materialize, 
German cultural traits did become established and did assert 
themselves through time and space. As viewed from this per­
spective, the organized emigration of Germans to Texas 
during the 18^0's is fertile ground for cultural-geographical 
inquiry. This study is, therefore, concerned with the 
description, interpretation, and delineation of German cul­
tural effects within the Edwards Plateau hill country. 
Attention will be focused upon the observable physical 
effects of settlement and the less obvious but, neverthe­
less, equally important social phenomena which combine with 
the discernable features to form a German culture complex 
that can be differentiated from any other culture complex 
existing within the area.
CHAPTER I
A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FATHERLAND 
AND THE NEW LAND
The area of Texas in which German settlement was 
directed during the middle of the nineteenth century is in 
some measure like that portion of western Germany from which 
many of the early settlers were recruited. Representative 
of this segment of western Germany are the lands of Hesse 
and Nassau. These one-time principalities cover a part of 
the Central German Highlands which is situated,between the 
slate hills of the Rhineland and those of the Thuringian 
Forest. The region consists of uplands which are drained 
by tributaries of such well-known German rivers as the Weser, 
Rhine, and Main. The more prominent of the tributaries, 
such as the Fulda, which flows northward into the Weser, 
and the Lahn, which drains into the Rhine toward the south­
west, have formed relatively broad alluvial lowlands. These 
lowlands with slightly warmer and drier climate and better 
soils than the highlands■have provided an excellent farming 
base. They have also functioned as an important routeway 
between the North German Plain and the basins of the Rhine 
and Main rivers. This favorable combination of geographical
6
influences accounts in part for the valley region's inten­
sive agriculture of wheat, barley, beets, fruit and. 
vegetable production, and the development of numerous vil­
lages and towns.
Th'e uplands rise in places to over two thousand feet. 
The more prominent of these elevations, for example the 
Rhoen and the Vogelsberg, are the basaltic remnants of 
ancient volcanic extrusions. However, most of the hilly 
terrain resulted from the dissection of the widespread 
Buntsandstein (colored or variegated red sandstone). As one 
might expect, the higher slopes suffer from increasing 
severity of climate and poorer soils. Nevertheless, farm­
ing activities extend far up on the hillsides. Rye, oats, 
and potatoes dominate the small patches of cropland. The 
fields are frequently surrounded by hedges or rock walls, a 
trait that became a distinctive landscape imprint of German 
settlement in Texas. The importance of livestock is 
reflected in acre upon acre of permanent meadowland that 
stretch uphill toward the remnant forest. The cow is the 
hill farmer's main economic support, serving as milk, draft, 
and meat animal. With farming activities seemingly omni­
present, it is surprising that the one-time all-pervading 
beech and oak forest still covers more than one third of the 
area. The patches of woodland characteristically cling to 
the higher slopes and the hilltops.
The upland areas are indeed poorly suited for farming. 
The climate l.s cool and humid; the sandy soils are heavily
leached. The farms are small and the land minutely divided 
according to the established system of inheritance. Farmers 
at best make only a meager living from their land and 
rarely produce enough to be sold. Under such conditions, 
lumbering and handicrafts have traditionally supplemented 
the income from the small and unreliable harvests. The 
economic fortunes of the villagers occupying these marginal 
upland areas were dealt some rather severe blows during the 
first half of the nineteenth century. Crop failure, but 
especially increasing industrial competition as a result of 
a relaxation of tariff barriers, had placed the populace in 
dire economic straits. When these people were given the 
opportunity to emigrate, many agreed to do so.
To some of these settlers, the resemblance between 
the hilly and wooded terrain of Texas and Germany must have 
been startling. However, within the area which they had 
chosen for settlement the elements of contrast are by far 
more prominent than those of similarity. Indeed, the newly 
found home of the German settler offered new and at times 
trying conditions with which the immigrant only in time 
learned to cope.
The initial destination for most of the settlers 
after landing at the port of Indianola on Matagorda Bay was 
New Braunfels (Figure 1), some 1 *+0 miles from the coast.
This largest of the German settlements in Texas was founded, 
as were San Antonio, San Marcos, and Austin, alongside a 
very prominent physiographic feature of that region--the
9
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Balcones Escarpment. The escarpment forms an abrupt halt 
to the plain that stretches from the Gulf Coast into the 
interior, and it overlooks most of the city of New Braun­
fels, which is nestled against its base. The Balcones 
Escarpment is indeed a remarkable landscape boundary, sepa­
rating areas of differing geology, topography, vegetation, 
soils, settlement pattern, and land use.
The German immigrant eventually moved from New 
Braunfels across the escarpment and into-the hill country. 
Here he came face to face with a landscape that had some 
resemblance to former homelands in Germany. Before his 
eyes spread the stream-eroded, hilly terrain that consti­
tutes the frayed margins of the Edwards Plateau. The 
highest elevations are formed by flat-topped knobs and 
ridges which stand as reminders of the ancient plateau sur­
face. The horizontally lying rock layers are exposed along 
the steep flanks of the-uplands (Figure 5)• The disintegra­
tion of rock has left the higher slopes literally strewn 
with boulders of all sizes. Stunted trees and bunch grasses 
provide a sparse mantle on the steeply sloping terrain. On 
the lower slopes and in the valleys, the grass and tree 
cover attains more luxurious proportions. Stream and creek 
courses are paralleled by a galeria-like tree growth.
Inasmuch as the hilly terrain reminded the German 
settler of areas which he had left behind, the natural 
environment of the Texas hill country, nevertheless, was to 
offer such contrasts as to have decreased, if not completely
11
suppressed, any settlement characteristics resulting from 
similarity of landscape.
The German emigrant to Texas transplanted himself 
from his cool and moist middle-latitude environment some 
twenty degrees southward and onto the dry or subhumid mar­
gins of the subtropics. Most of the settlement area lies 
within 29° 30' N. and 30° 30'„,N. Its longitudinal position 
is just to the west of North America's critical 98th merid­
ian. Without doubt, the German settler hardly had to wait 
for Walter Prescott Webb's classic, The Great P l a i n s , 2 
before realizing that he had come to an area where the 
natural elements provided for a most precarious existence.
It must appear as something of a paradox to consider 
the fact that the German settler chose to expand primarily 
into the relatively inhospitable environment of the Edwards 
Plateau, while holding his spread into the coastal plain to 
a minimum. The psychological factor of preference for a 
hilly terrain probably was influential in some instances. 
However, there are numerous causes to be discussed later 
which had a greater or lesser influence on the decision to 
move from the low and flat country westward into the hills. 
In order to appreciate the pattern as well as character of 
the German settlements which evolved within the hill country
pWalter P. Webb, The Great Plains: a Study in Insti­
tutions and Environment (New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1930 
This work offers an excellent insight into the struggle that 
ensued as a forest-conditioned culture came in contact with 
a new and strange environment--the grasslands.
1 2
a more precise description of that area seems appropriate.
New Braunfels, as previously mentioned was founded on 
the interior margin of the Gulf Coastal Plain. As such, 
its site falls into one of the outstanding agricultural 
regions of Texas--the Black Prairies. This one-time grass­
land area is today one of intensive agricultural land use 
oriented toward the production of cotton, sorghum, and 
cattle. The elevation of the gently rolling prairie in 
the vicinity of New Braunfels is approximately 6^0 feet.
As one approaches this city from the southeast, the immediacy 
of landscape change is literally perplexing. The essen­
tially treeless plain terminates abruptly in a line of 
•< wooded hills which in the vicinity of New Braunfels rise 
300 feet above the lowland. The rugged and stony nature of 
these hills contrasts with the undulations of the prairie 
below (Figure 2). The hilly area owes its existence to 
faulting which formed the Balcones Escarpment as the dis­
tinct margin of the Edwards Plateau. Although the main 
portion of the Edwards Plateau consists of a relatively 
monotonous grass-covered tableland, its margins are dis­
sected by numerous streams and creeks, and the terms "hill 
country" or "mountains" are indeed most appropriate. In 
fact, some of the larger watercourses, such as the Guadalupe 
River and Cibolo Creek, have become deeply entrenched since 
the Balcones uplift and flow through canyon-like valleys.
The prominent rock formation of the area is the 
Edwards Limestone which for much of 'the plateau provides a
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relatively resistant cap. However, along the margins of 
the plateau where rainfall is slightly heavier than toward 
the west, this particular characteristic of the local rock 
formations is not conspicuous. The most direct effects 
within the area under consideration have been due to the 
decomposition of the limestone. Thus, on the gentler 
slopes, surface weathering of the limestone has left the 
characteristic reddish and clayey residual soils or terra 
rossa. While such soils have provided a good base for 
grasses, they are usually inadequate for crop production. 
The reason rests in part with the presence of great amounts 
of insoluble chert and the relative lack of humus. The 
effect of solution weathering and ground-water erosion has 
caused a number of c a v e s .3 They are especially characteris 
tic within the fault zone where a slight orographic effect 
prevails and where rainwater can readily infiltrate the 
fractured limestone and begin its cavern-forming activity. 
On the upland areas, plugged sinkholes frequently form 
livestock watering places.^ Although these features of 
weathering and erosion of limestone can be observed, the 
area as a whole is hardly recognized as a karst landscape.
3o.ne of the more beautiful of these caves lies 
twelve miles west of New Braunfels. Discovered in 1960, 
the cave was opened to the'-public in 196̂ -. Natural Bridge 
Caverns, as the cave is called, is widely advertised and 
will provide its share to the increasing tourist activity 
of the area.
^Terry V. Bills, Geology of the Waco Springs 
Quadrangle,Comal County, Texas, unpublished master's thesis 
Univ. of Texas, (1957), p . 8k.
15
In part this may he related to the age of the uplift and 
the decreasing effects of rainfall as one moves ■westward.
If the terrain features of the Texas hill country 
hore any resemblance to German lands, then climate and its 
control over flora and fauna certainly provided for a very 
different picture. Since the settlement area is located 
west of the 98th. meridian, the hazards of recurrent drought 
increase with distance from that line. This characteristic 
is not obvious when comparing climatic averages from the 
settlement area with those of representative stations in 
Germany. In fact, the Texas locations show a higher annual 
average precipitation (Figures 3 and *+) . What the graphs 
fail to indicate are annual variability of precipitation, 
its type and effectiveness. At New Braunfels, rainfall has 
varied as much as sixty percent from normal. Wet years 
make way for dry ones. A humid cycle prevailed when set­
tlers began moving into the hills and "Indians said that 
the whites had brought the rain into the l a n d . "5 One 
writer of the time had a slightly more sophisticated explana­
tion for the noticeable Increase in rainfall. He attributed 
it to the decline in grass fires which he thought to be 
responsible for drying the air of its moisture. Indians 
regularly used fire to aid them in the hunt or to improve 
forage conditions. This practice ceased rapidly as Europeans
5a . Siemering, Texas Als Ziel Deutscher Auswanderer 
(Galveston, Harrisburg, and San Antonio Eisenbahngesell- 
schaft: 1880), p. 16.
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Figure 3
Annual Averages Temp. Prec.
Cologne, Germany 50°F:. 27 . b "
Fredericksburg, Texas 66°F. 28.6"
Source: W. C. Kendrew, The Climates of the Continents. 
(Oxford: at the Clarendon Press, 1953), and U.S. Dept, of 
Commerce, Weather Bureau, Climatic Summary of the United 
States, Supplement for 1931 through 1952. Texas (Washington, 
D. C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1952).
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COMPARISON OF AVERAGE MONTHLY TEMPERATURE AND 
































































































Source: W. C. Kendrew, The Climates of the Continents. 
(Oxford: at the Clarendon Press, 1953), and U.S. Dept, of 
Commerce, Weather Bureau, Climatic Summary of the United 
States, Supplement for 1931-4rhrough 1952. Texas (Washington, 
D. C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1952).
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began to occupy this area. Although less than accurate 
in his explanation for the increased rainfall, the same 
writer correctly attributed the reappearance of a denser 
vegetation cover, including trees, and the rise in the ground­
water level to the disappearance of the formerly common 
prairie fires.,^ This is indeed an interesting observation 
of ecological and hydrological changes wrought by changes 
of habit within the same habitat.
The effects of prolonged drought, on the other hand, 
and of unreliable rainfall within the settlement area 
became the subject of rather frequent public utterances.
For example, the German language paper of New Braunfels, the 
Neu Braunfelser Zeitung, reported disastrous drought con­
ditions during 1859 and i860 which resulted in the virtual 
destruction of crops. A reporter from Fredericksburg, 
writing in the Zeitung in February, i860, praised the suc­
cess of the recently introduced durra or Guinea Corn as the 
only successful crop during the drought, and he suggested 
that farmers should■concentrate on it rather than on maize. 
Indeed, the humid mid-latitude crops and farm practices 
with which the German settler was acquainted had relatively 
little application along the margins of the southern Great 
Plains.
Another significant climatic contrast is reflected 
in the nature of the Texas rainfall. Accustomed to prolonged
6Ibid.
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cloudiness and light, but continuous rainfall, the German 
settler in Texas experienced clear skies interrupted occa­
sionally by heavy cloudbursts. The shower-type rainfall and 
the related excessive runoff brought on flashfloods and to 
the colonists a new and trying experience. Many a mill 
owner among the German settlers, after periodic washouts 
of the mill dam and loss of the waterwheel, recognized that 
streamflow fluctuated directly with the rainfall.
The major climatic contrast, which is readily apparent 
from the. graphs, is that of temperature. Texas locations 
have fifteen to twenty degrees Fahrenheit higher average 
monthly temperatures. Summer temperatures, especially, 
bear no relation to those experienced/in Germany. It is, 
of course, this high temperature combined with the shower- 
type rainfall that accounts for the rather low precipita­
tion effectiveness of the area. The heat is certainly most 
oppressive on the lower-lying prairie where high summer 
temperatures combine with high absolute humidity. The 
German geologist Roemer, who visited the organized settle­
ments during 18^6 and 1 8^7, must have had such conditions 
of high sensible temperature in mind when he wrote:
I can scarcely name one whose health was not affected 
by the change in climate . . . .  I have often heard 
German laborers complain . . . that they did not feel 
as vigorous and inclined to work as in Germany.7
^F. Roemer, Texas; With Particular Reference to 
German Immigration and the Physical Appearances of the
Country, Translated from German by 0. Muller (Houston, 
Texas: 1936), p . 28.
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The much higher temperatures of Texas and the greater 
humidity were to many a very new and strange experience; 
such conditions required acclimatization. In fact, this 
high sensible temperature may have been an important influ­
ence contributing to the movement into the hill country.
After making his way inland across the steaming and mosquito- 
ridden coastal lowlands, the immigrant must have yearned for 
cooler and drier surroundings. The hill country provided 
at least to some degree the desired contrast. While engaged 
in field work within the area, this writer was able to 
recognize the remarkable differences in temperature and 
humidity that prevail between the lowlands and the hills. 
Although temperatures during the day may be higher in the 
hills, night-time temperatures tend to drop considerably 
due to the greater atmospheric dryness. August evenings 
in the German settlement of Fredericksburg, which lies at 
an elevation of 1,7^2 feet, were indeed quite cool and 
much in contrast to the warm, muggy nights experienced in 
New Braunfels.
Directly related to the higher overall temperatures 
is a growing season that averages approximately 250 days.^
The fact that gardens provided for two or even three har­
vests a year certainly came as a revelation to the German 
settler, whose previous experience was frequently gained in
g
U.S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau,
Climatic Summary of the United States, Supplement for 1911 
through 1952, Texas (Washington, D. C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1952).
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a highland area of central Germany where killing frosts 
occur as late as May and as early as September. Agricul­
turally, the German settler adopted the crops which, 
although strange to him, were more ideally suited to the 
new environment rather than those that had provided his sub­
sistence in Germany. Another important effect of the higher 
year-round temperatures was that they did not place great 
demands on the construction of shelter, either human or 
animal. More attention will be paid to this cultural-geo­
graphic trait in a later chapter.
While indicating moderately warm winters, the tempera­
ture curves of the Texas stations fail to reveal an unusual 
effect of that season. Since the German settlements are 
found along the southeastern margins of the Great Plains,I
the area is within the effective range of outbreaks of cold
continental air masses--the northers. The very fact that
the Anglo-Saxon word "norther" is interwoven as such into
the German speech of the area would indicate the awareness
of its effects. Roemer relates regarding northers:
Since the middle of November the Northers became more 
frequent, appearing almost every other day . . . .
During the night of November 25 (185-6), it froze for 
the first time . . . .  The weather was very pleasant 
and warm during the days when the northers were not 
blowing. The thermometer registered 79-80 degrees 
on these days. The sudden change made the cold so 
disagreeable.9
If weather and climatic characteristics did not suf­
fice to produce sufficient contrast, then their effects
^Roemer, Texas, p. 215-.
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•within the landscape certainly did. Drainage and vegetation 
tend to reflect the effects of the atmosphere. To the set­
tler, this influence as seen in water-bearing creeks and 
rivers and in timbered slopes and valleys, was a feature of 
considerable attraction. Here again, tradition is operative 
as we see the settler choosing between the prairie and the 
hill country, with the choice falling to the latter. Water 
meant survival for man and animal; timber provided building 
material, fuel and, in fact, subsistence.
As related to the yearly distribution and type of 
rainfall, the drainage courses in the study area are often 
of an intermittent nature. Even such perennial streams as 
the Guadalupe River or the Pedernales River become mere 
trickles by late summer and early fall. In the headwater
* -o  —
areas of these streams, the dry, rock strewn channels that 
carry water only during times of rainfall are most promi­
nent (Figure 6). The bridging of such draws, as they are 
called, is not even attempted because they may become raging 
torrents during one good thunderstorm. Indeed, most of the 
precipitation falling on the higher, unprotected slopes runs 
off immediately at the surface. That runoff is then 
rapidly channeled into the larger streams, causing their 
instantaneous rise. To the unknowing settler, this char­
acteristic of Texas stream flow frequently spelled immediate 
disaster. A report from the small German settlement of 
Comfort describes the mishap of a Mr. Altgeld, who in 1851+, 
constructed a mill on Cypress Creek. The dam of the new
23
structure, which was appropriately named Perseverance Mill,
washed out during the first flood. The report concludes
with the statement that the German settler has not yet
1 Dlearned to deal with the fickleness of Texas streams.
Such hardships of the valley settler due to the greatly 
fluctuating streamflow are today a thing of the past. The 
larger streams now have their flow controlled by huge earthen 
dams and sprawling reservoirs (Figure 68). This develop­
ment has had its side effects in that it has destroyed large 
segments of a previously existing cultural landscape, while 
creating an era of land speculation and tourism. It must 
also be pointed out that the flooding of large valley sec­
tions has reduced the area of agriculturally favorable 
soils. The better farming possibilities within the study 
area exist on alluvial terraces that can be found in the 
larger valleys. The formation of reservoirs, such as Canyon 
Lake within the drainage shed of the Guadalupe River, will 
submerge such alluvial-terrace soils.
The site of New Braunfels is related to a rather 
spectacular aspect of groundwater conditions within the 
settlement region. The water-bearing rocks that underly the 
Edwards Plateau, and which provide the isolated ranches in 
the hills with an all-important water source,^ are
^H. Gerlach, Festschrift zum 75 Jaehrigen Jubilaeum 
der St. Marien Gemeinde Zu Friedrichsburg, Texas (San 
Antonio: 1921), p . 30.
1 1The interviews that were conducted with ranchers 
revealed a considerable variation in well depth, the extremes
2k
Figure 5
The sparsely vegetated upper slopes of the hill country. 
Trees are cedars (Juniperus virginiana). The exposed 
sedimentary rock layers form distinct contour-like lines. 
This view is north from Devils Backbone approximately 
twenty miles northwest of New Braunfels.
Figure 6
A dry stream channel or draw reflecting the intermittent 
but torrential flow in the headwaters of the hill country. 
This scene is a few miles west of Fredericksburg along 




interrupted by the Balcones faults. Along this natural 
break, water forced toward the surface under its own arte­
sian head issues from fissures in the limestone. The Comal 
Springs on which New Braunfels is located are one of the 
most remarkable of such artesian flows. They discharge an 
average of 210 million gallons a day which is equivalent to 
235,000 acre feet per year. Most of this water is channeled 
into the normally dry bed of Comal Creek which comes off 
the Balcones Escarpment. The great mass of water rapidly 
forms the Comal River, which flows after a distance of one 
mile and a forty feet drop into the Guadalupe River.^2 ipg 
availability of large amounts of fresh-water combined with 
timber from the adjacent slopes made this indeed an ideal 
spot for the founding of a settlement.
The wooded hills to the west of New Braunfels are 
still much in evidence. These hills, facing toward the 
southeast, receive the benefit of some orographic rainfall 
which has resulted in a denser vegetation cover than that 
of the dissected plateau country farther west. However, 
what may appear from a distance as a thick forest cover turns 
out to be a rather open growth of stunted live oaks (Quercus 
virginiana) and cedars (Juniperus virginiana) interspersed
lying at 70 feet and 300 feet. A determining factor in the 
depth of the individual well would be its location in rela­
tion to the groundwater zone which according to Bills, op. 
cit. , p. 85-, lies at an average elevation of about 615 feet.
i pWilliam 0. George, Geology and Groundwater Resources 
of Comal County. Texas (Austin, Texas: Texas Board of Water 
Engineers'^ 1 95-7) , p . 36 .
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with various grasses and the ubiquitous prickly-pear cactus 
(Opuntia vulgaris) (Figure 7). Shortly after the occupation 
of the area by German settlers, Roemer wrote concerning this 
forest:
. . . nothing is farther removed from the European 
idea of a virgin forest than a Texas oak forest, even 
when in a state of primitiveness or untouched by 
human hands. In it are no trees of great height or 
huge thickness . . .  no vines climb upon them . . .  no 
impenetrable thickets, cover the ground . . . all under­
brush is lacking.13
Of course, the nature of this forest was ideal so far as the
settler was concerned. The oaks and cedars were large
enough to provide the timber for the simple log structures
of the time and area. Also, the clearing of a plot of land
did not involve the amount of labor to be expended had the
forest consisted of larger trees and denser growth. The
grasses provided the necessary forage for the freely roaming
livestock.
In contrast to the hill-country uplands, which often 
have only a sparse grass cover and a scattering of xero- 
phytic plants such as the yucca, the lowlands and espe­
cially those flanking the stream courses carry a luxuriant 
growth. Here one will find representatives of the eastern 
deciduous forest, such as American elm, sycamore, walnut, 
cottonwood, etc. Along some of the larger perennial streams 
within the fault zone, huge cypresses (Taxedium distichum) 
are still to be found. A rather conspicuous member of the
11JRoemer, Texas, p. 230.
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floral cover is the rnesquite tree (Prosopis .juliflora) , a 
xerophytic plant that is capturing previously tilled areas 
and open pastures (Figure 8). It is a conspicuous indicator 
of declining agricultural activity within the area. So- 
called rnesquite brakes were frequently pointed out to this 
writer on lands which only one or two decades ago were 
fields of cotton, wheat, potatoes, or tobacco. Isaiah 
Bowman in his Forest Physiography mentions the rnesquite as 
a vanguard of vegetational change occurring on the Edwards 
Plateau. He specifically relates the movement of the 
species into the prairies of the Edwards Plateau to the 
expansion of settlement and decreasing incidence of prairie 
fires.1^
The presence of woodland, however sparse, vanishes 
toward the west. It is confined to the deeply eroded mar­
gins of the Edwards Plateau--the hill country. In both 
directions, toward the east and west, well established 
grasslands adjoin the timbered hills. The German settler 
chose the hills to stake out a new life. It is a land of 
rough terrain, high temperatures, and frequent drought; a 
land where streamflow can be gauged directly by rainfall 
and where deep wells often have to tap the only permanent 
source of water. It is a land where the vegetation cover 
reflects the vagaries in precipitation, and where farming 
is at best marginal. To live off this land is neither easy
i Ll Isaiah Bowman, Forest Physiography (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, 1911), p. *+39 •
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Figure 7
Typical vegetation cover of the hill country. In the fore­
ground bunches of prickly pear cactus (Opuntia vulgaris).
In the background cedars (Juniperus virginiana) and live 
oaks (Querous virginiana). The rockiness of the ground is 
a normal feature of this area.
Figure 8
The rnesquite bush (Prosopis .juliflora) , conspicuous invader 
of field and pasture throughout the hill country.
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nor profitable. Nevertheless, this is the land that became 
home to the German settlers who came to Texas as members 
of an organized settlement activity. Through their actions 
and reactions they have given the land a unifying cultural 
imprint.
CHAPTER II
THE CULTURAL ANTECEDENTS OF GERMAN SETTLEMENT 
IN THE TEXAS HILL COUNTRY
Undoubtedly, the German colonist of the Texas hill 
country began to occupy an area during the l8h0's where the 
evidence of permanent human occupance in'the landscape was 
not significant. While the presence of the Amerind and the 
Spaniard preceded that of the Anglo-American or German set­
tler, the influence of the former was relatively superficial. 
In part, this lack of influence can be attributed to the low 
numbers of Amerinds and Spaniards and their ephemeral occu­
pance and control of the land. Therefore, one must 
recognize that the German settler and his Anglo-American 
counterpart found themselves in an area where the previous 
cultural imprints were restricted to a few Spanish military 
roads between some widely scattered presidios and the effects 
of fires purposely set by Indian bands. The subsequent 
actions and interactions of the new settlers resulted in a 
more distinctly cultural landscape.
Of the two predecessors of German settlement in the 
hill country, the Amerind had by far the most direct influ­
ence. His nomadic hunting and regard for territoriality 
provided an obstacle to anyone invading the region that was
32
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basic to the needs of the Indian. The German settlement area 
within the hilly margins of the Edwards Plateau constituted 
the southeastern portion of a vast hunting domain which 
toward the end of the eighteenth century was controlled by 
roving bands of Comanche. Perhaps the most assertive of all 
Great Plains Indian tribes, the Comanche had rapidly adapted 
to a highly mobile life after acquiring the horse in the 
early eighteenth century.15 From their original home in 
the mountains of what is now Colorado and. Wyoming, the 
Comanche spread across the Great Plains. Known for their 
superb horsemanship and fighting skills, they were able to 
assert themselves as sole rulers of the southern Plains.
Such other Indian tribes of the southern Plains as the 
Apache, Kiowa, Lipan, and Tonkawa, were reduced to relative 
ineffectiveness in the face of the Comanche onslaught.
The area of the Texas hill country which became German 
settlement territory had been specifically the territorial 
grounds of several Tonkawa bands. During the sixteenth cen­
tury their recognized lands extended from the Edwards Plateau 
across the hill country onto the coastal plain. The Tonkawa 
did not practice agriculture, but sustained themselves by 
hunting, fishing, and gathering. They gained some degree of 
notoriety through their reputed practice of ritual cannibal­
ism.1 6 With the increasing influence of the Comanche on the
1^Webb states that the Comanche had the horse by 
171 *+, o£. cit., p. 57.
1^W. W. Newcomb, Jr., The Indians of Texas (Austin,
southern Plains, the rather non-militant Tonkawa were 
pushed, from the Edwards Plateau. By the beginning of the 
nineteenth century they had been reduced through warfare 
and disease to a small remnant whose camps were concentrated 
along the streams of the hill country. They were frequently 
described as existing under the most destitute conditions 
and being in no way comparable to the proud and haughty 
Comanche. Roemer classified the Tonkawa as "tame" Indians, 
while he applied the term "wild" to the Comanche. His 
categorization was based in part on whether or not a tribal 
band objected to the constant scrutiny of an Indian agent 
who lived and traveled with the band.
The first occupants of the area under consideration 
made their mark. It is no longer an obvious and apparent 
imprint in the landscape but, nevertheless, one that aligns 
itself with the sequential occupance pattern of the southern 
Great Plains. The coming of European man to this region of 
North America engendered competition for the same territory 
between sedentary, humid-land Europeans and nomadic Indians 
of the "Great American Desert."
The German settler became directly involved with 
Comanche bands operating within the hill country. This 
involvement grew from the fact that the original German
Texas: The University of Texas Press, 1961), pp. 136 and 151•
^F. Roemer, "Die fexanischen Indianer in den 
Vierziger Jahren," Kalender der Neu Braunfelser Zeitung 
(New Braunfels, Texas: 1915), p. 17.
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grant, as has been pointed out by Hawgood, was located about 
100 miles to the northwest of their initial settlement site, 
New Braunfels, and deep in Comanche territory (Figure 9).
One German writer made the following comment, . .in 
1855, the entire northwest of Texas was yet wilderness. New 
Braunfels, 150 miles from the coast, was the most forward 
position in regard to Indian territory."1  ̂ The settlers 
that began penetrating the hills west of New Braunfels were 
indeed occupying recognized Indian lands. Their often iso­
lated homesteads were thus exposed and frequently subjected 
to Indian attacks. Although there are numerous cases of 
blond scalps being taken (Figure 10), the attacks had most 
often the designed purpose of raiding a settler's animal 
herd. In reading through the earlier issues- of the Neu 
Braunfelser Zeitung. it became apparent to this writer that 
there was hardly a single issue that did not carry some men­
tion of an incident with Indians. In these newspaper notes 
it was pointed out that the raids were perpetrated by small 
bands of between ten and fifteen Indians and commonly 
directed toward livestock, mainly horses. Visible evidence 
of a settler's concern with defending his homestead against 
such raids is today still apparent in small, tapered windows 
that served as gun slots (Figure 11). The early Neu Braun- 
felser fired periodically an old cannon to remind Indians in
F. Lafrentz, "Deutsche Ansiedlungen in Comal 
County nach der Gruendung von Neu Braunfels," Jahrbuch 
der Neu Braunfelser Zeitung (New Braunfels, Texas: 1929),







Source Karfe des Staates Texas noch don zu Washington
im September 1850 regulierten und durch die Texanischd 
Legislatur besttitigten neuen Orenzen.
Herousgegeben vom Vereine zum Schutze deutscher Auswanderer, Wiesbaden, 1851
104 102
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the vicinity of white man's power.
Although the German settler of the hill country at 
times suffered under the effects of Indian raids, he never­
theless fared better in this respect than his Anglo-American 
counterpart. The Indians’ generally peaceful attitude 
toward the German colonists led one writer to exclaim that 
"even when at war with the rest of Texas, if they [Indians] 
took a captive with blue eyes and fair hair, they would say 
'Allemand' and spare his life."^9 Whether the above repre­
sents factual reporting is difficult to ascertain; however, 
there appears to prevail a general consensus among writers 
on this subject that the German colonists were spared con­
siderable hardship at the hands of the Indians of the 
Edwards Plateau.
There are two immediate causes that may be cited in 
explanation of this apparent paradox. The first was a 
rather successful peace treaty concluded in 18^7 between 
the leaders of the German immigrants and the chiefs of 
several Comanche bands. Some details of this treaty are 
covered in the following chapter. A second, and no less 
important cause, may be recognized in the fact that the 
German settler was a sedentary individual whose main pursuit 
was tilling the soil. His preference for a fixed location 
and his lack of dependence upon wildlife to sustain himself 
kept the German settler from directly competing with the
^Lee C. Ear by, "The City of a Prince," Magazine of 
American History. XX (1888), 278.
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Figure 10
Gravestone on the Protestant cemetery of Fredericksburg is 
a reminder of the frontier-nature of German settlements in 
the hill country. Inscription reads: Heinrich Grobe, born 
October 8, 1805, was murdered by Indians on April b, 1862.

^0
Indian, thereby reducing the chance of serious difficulties 
between the two peoples.
Indian depredations along the frontier led to the 
creation of army posts.2® Nine such posts whose alignment 
approximated the 98th meridian were established in Texas. 
Four of these posts clearly outline the area in which German 
settlement during the late 18^0’s and early 1850's had 
occurred. Figure 9, showing the distribution of these 
forts, serves to indicate that the German immigrant had 
placed himself squarely on the American frontier. His sub­
sequent actions were at least in part conditioned by this 
position.
The native occupant of the Great Plains represented 
a formidable barrier to any settler, whether Spanish, 
Anglo-Saxon, Scotch-Irish, or German, who ventured into 
that area. The eventual breakdown of this obstacle to west­
ward movement came when white men developed superior weapons 
and fighting techniques, and when the native's basic source 
of existence, the buffalo, was methodically decimated from 
the Great Plains.
Spanish Influence
The entire Spanish occupation of this threshhold area 
to the Great Plains is typified by the initial encounter 
with this region by Spaniards of DeSoto's expedition. Upon
2®M. L. Crimmins, Col., "The First Line of Army Posts 
Established in West Texas in 18^9," West Texas Historical 
Association Yearbook. XIX (1 9Lt-3) 5 121-127.
Figure 11
A frequent sight on isolated farm houses is the small 
tapered window which served as gun slot during times of 
Indian attacks. This stone house was part of a farmstead 
located in the Mission Valley area three to four miles west 
of New Braunfels.
Figure 12
Single pen log cabin in the vicinity of Fredericksburg.
Note the large rock chimney on the main structure and the 
smaller chimney on the rock lean-to. The logs are fitted 
with simple saddle notches, and rocks served as the nogging 
material. This dwelling is representative of the American 




observing "Indians that wandered like Arabs," the Spaniards
P1retreated eastward, believing the area to be inhospitable.
To Spanish social and economic aspirations, the Great
Plains indeed represented a negative region. The resources
of Texas, while important to an agricultural people, did
not hold much promise to anyone interested in the rapid
acquisition of wealth through mineral exploitation. One
might concur with the following statement by Bancroft:
Enterprise in New Spain was chiefly directed to 
development of mines, while the cultivation of the 
soil was performed for the most part by the passive 
Indians. In Texas--an essentially agricultural 
province--the conditions were reversed. There were 
no mines to be developed, nor were there peaceable 
natives who could be made to till the ground. It, 
therefore, offered.no inducements to Spanish-Amer- 
icans to migrate from safe and settled districts to 
a remote region where a few ill-garrisoned presidios 
could afford little or no protection to the cultivator 
against the stealthy attacks of hostile I n d i a n s .22
Although the exploitation of mineral resources was 
important, the relatively futile attempts to expand New 
Spain into North America, of course, did not entirely rest 
with the search for instant wealth. The fact is that Spain 
and later Mexico became involved in a competitive struggle 
for territory. Spain's push toward the Sabine River and 
her establishment of presidios in and around Nacagdoches, 
Texas, were, at least in part, for the purpose of checking 
any western aspirations by the french and English. However,
^Webb, op. pit., p. 153*
22h. H. Bancroft, North Mexican States and Texas 
(San Francisco: 1 88^— 1 889"TT 5*+-55.
Spanish and Mexican attempts to establish lasting settle­
ment in Texas were generally not successful. In fact,
"the net result in 1821 of more than a hundred years of 
Spanish efforts to settle Texas were the settlements of 
Bexar (San Antonio) and LaBahia (Goliad), the total Span­
ish, and later Mexican, population of which did not exceed 
*+000. On the basis of numbers alone, the effect of
Spaniards and Mexicans in Texas might be recognized as 
relatively insignificant. Just the same, it would indeed be 
a grave error to slight the cultural-geographic effects of 
these culturally Mediterranean peoples in Texas. Though 
numerically weak and unsuccessful in establishing perma­
nent settlements, their lasting influence is revealed most 
obviously in place names, land measurements, settlement 
policy, and the appurtenances of cattle rearing.
Upon studying the distribution of all those places 
in Texas with distinctly Spanish names, one can readily 
recognize that this distribution is most apparent in southern 
and southeastern Texas, but diminishes beyond the Balcones 
Fault Zone. Indeed, the area into which the German settlers 
expanded was beyond the first line of Spanish defenses in 
Texas. The defense system never extended northward of 
Nacagdoches and tended to follow the San Antonio Road (Fig­
ure 9)? an all-important link between Spain's possessions 
south of the Rio Grande, and her presidios and missions in
23s. H. Lowrie, Culture Conflict in Texas. 1821-18^5 
(New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1932), p. 30.
^5
eastern Texas. Only for a moment of history did Spain 
venture onto the Great Plains. In an attempt to establish 
a more direct line of communication between Texas and New 
Mexico and to gain greater control over the Apache, the 
Spanish in 1757 formed the presidio and mission of San Saba 
(Figure 9). Although connected by road with San Antonio, 
this mission was off the main route. Its location was 
described to the Spanish monarch as affording "as much pro­
tection to the interests of His Majesty in New Spain as a 
ship anchored in mid-Atlantic would afford in preventing 
trade with America."2^ In 1758, this Spanish outpost was 
reduced to ashes by the Comanche. It was never rebuilt.^5
In order to encourage colonization and settlement, 
the government of Spain was quite liberal in making land In 
Texas available to its own citizens. Although no actual 
records apparently remain, the amount of land held under 
title during the Spanish era in Texas was ten to twenty 
million acres. The actual occupance of this land is, of 
course, a different story. A total of only twenty-five 
missions and presidios were established. Very few of these 
persisted for any length of time; their demise was brought
pl_L^Carlos Castaneda, "Communications Between Santa Fe 
and San Antonio in the 18 th Century," Texas Geographic 
Magazine. V (19^1), 19*
^^Roemer has left a detailed description of the ruins 
of the San Saba Mission on p. 308 of his book, Texas. He 
visited the San Saba Mission location in 18V7, while travel­
ing through the original German settlement area.
^Reuben McKitrick, The Public Land System of Texas.
1823-1910. Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin. No. 905. 
Economic and Political Science Series. IX (1918), 27.
^6
about by Indian attacks, drought, famine, and disease.
However inconsequential the settlement projects of 
Spain were, they did carry with them a land system that 
outlived both Spanish and Mexican involvements in Texas and 
one which is still to some extent preserved in the public 
land system of that state. In a region ranging from subhumid 
to semi-arid conditions, the Spanish system of larger sur­
veys was particularly well adapted. One square league 
(approximately *+,̂ 38 acres) of land to be used for the pur­
pose of raising stock certainly made better sense than the 
160 acres which the United States Congress made available 
to the settlers of its domain.
Although Spain made it a practice not to hand out 
land to foreigners, Mexico reversed this policy thereby 
assuring its ultimate loss of the area. Actually, one of 
the last acts by the Spanish government in Texas was the 
issuance of a land grant to Moses Austin in January, 1821.
It represented the first departure from a previously intran­
sigent Spanish policy of restricted grants. Austin became 
the first of a long list of empresarios or contractors whose 
responsibility it was to bring settlers to Texas. As a 
so-called advertising agent for the state, the empresario 
"went to foreign countries, particularly to the U.S. and to 
Germany . . . ."^7 to gather recruits for the empty lands 
of Texas. As previously indicated, this system of disposing
27Ibid., p. 32.
^7
of land was advocated vigorously by Mexico. It was later 
continued by the free Texans who authorized their president 
. . to make contracts with immigration agents and compan- 
ies for the introduction of the much desired settlers."^
From this authorization resulted four land contracts for a 
total of b . 5  million acres. The largest of these, with 1.7 
million acres was the Fisher-Miller Grant.29 it was located 
to the north of the Llano River (Figure 9), and was subse­
quently taken over by the Adelsverein.
Anglo-American Influence
Stretching to the west of the Sabine River, Eastern 
Texas is but a gradual modification of the physical charac­
teristics notable on the Louisiana side of the river. The 
terrain grades from the monotonously level plains along the 
coast into the only slightly higher but more rolling inter­
stream areas of the interior. It is a well-watered portion 
of the state as revealed in the vegetation cover and the 
numerous rivers that so conspicuously cross the area from 
the north toward the Gulf. It is within the confines of 
these stream valleys that one finds soils well suited to 
crop production. Climate expresses itself in warm, humid 
summers and a long growing season.
The favorable combination of physical features renders
28Ibid., P- 1+5.
29a . S. Lang, Financial History of the Public Lands 
in Texas (Waco, Texas: Baylor University, 1932), p. 97.
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Eastern Texas an agricultural country. In fact, it was 
well suited to the expansion of institutions which had 
become solidly entrenched throughout the South--cotton and 
slavery. The harbinger of these institutions in his cease­
less quest for land that could be transformed into produc­
tive fields soon recognized the advantages which Eastern 
Texas offered. Although barred initially from readily 
occupying this area, the American settlers literally flooded 
it when settlement policies were liberalized. The Mexican 
and subsequent Texan colonizing schemes facilitated by the 
empresario or contractor system generated a tremendous 
influx of Anglo-American settlers into Texas. In less than 
a decade, beginning with Austin's Colony in 1821, the popu­
lation of Texas increased to approximately 20,000, or five 
times the number of people that Spain had managed to bring 
into the area. Besides the fact that the majority of those 
entering Texas were Anglo-American, it is significant to 
recognize that eighty-one percent came from states south 
of the Mason-Dixon Line.-^ Thus it is clear that such a 
strong contingent from the Old South would have a more than 
cursory effect in the development of the cultural landscape.
In occupying the basically virgin lands of Eastern 
Texas, the early Anglo-American pioneer was strongly influ­
enced by his preoccupation with farming. Thus, he charac­
teristically took possession of the bottomlands of streams
^Lowrie, on. cit., p. 30.
^9
for a number of reasons. First, such places afforded 
frontage along a river that often represented the only link 
with the outside world. Along the stream courses was 
always an abundant supply of timber needed for building and 
fencing materials and fuel. The alluvial soils once cleared 
of trees were easy to till and highly productive. In the 
case of crop failure, the timbered bottoms provided an 
unfailing supply of wild meat.
Wherever these conditions appeared, the Anglo-American 
settler took up land and sought his livelihood. Thus, by 
the time Texas gained its independence, his settlements 
were scattered along the rivers, lying between the Sabine 
and Nueces, but in relative proximity to the coast. Rarely 
did these settlers venture north or west of the San Antonio 
Road. This road in passing through an area where the humid, 
timbered lands slowly give way to predominantly grass-cov­
ered areas became a dividing line between areas that were 
safe from and in danger of Indian hostilities. But even 
without the roving Indian bands, the grassy plains such as 
the Black Prairies were a hostile environment. Settlers 
avoided such areas initially if for no other reasons than 
the relative scarcity of timber and water. Of course, such 
factors as distance from the coast and the generally held 
belief that grassy areas were worthless except for grazing 
also accounted for the general lack of interest in the 
interior parts of Texas.31
31H. Smith, "Geographic Influence in the History of
5o
Thus, the German immigrants founded their first set­
tlement in an area which by 1855 had attracted few Anglo- 
American settlers. According to one historian, "no white 
men lived between the settlement New Braunfels and San 
Antonio, though San Antonio had been founded May 55 1718. 
And no white men lived between the settlement and Austin .
. . which was established in May, 1839*"^2
While this statement may be an exaggeration, it 
nevertheless supports the previously made point that the 
German settlers were occupying real frontier territory. At 
the same time, it must be recognized that New Braunfels was 
in contact with those areas of Texas which for some years 
had come under the strong influence of Anglo-American set­
tlers from the southern states. This influence was most 
noticeably imprinted in the dissemination of southern log- 
building construction, the dependence upon corn for the 
subsistence of both man and beast, and the raising of cot­
ton with the aid of s l a v e s .33
the Settlement of the Black Prairie in Texas," Journal of 
Geography. XIX (1920), 287-295.
32prom the personal archives of Mr. Oscar Haas, New 
Braunfels, Texas, July, 1965.
33ihe specific cultural traits of the Anglo-American 
were strange to the German settler. The Germans quickly 
recognized the value of Southern log construction and corn 
cultivation, but they remained opposed to the institution 
of slavery. This divergent stand, in the opinion of this 
writer, contributed significantly to the geographic distri­
bution of the German settlements referred to specifically 
within the context of this study. The German's stand with 
regard to slavery was as much a matter of economics as of 
moral principles.
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The previously quoted percentages from Lowrie relat­
ing to the origin of Anglo-American settlers in Texas are 
supported by the following enumeration of non-German set­
tlers within five counties of the German settlement area.
Out of a total of 2,812 individuals, the southern states, 
exclusive of Missouri, are represented by 2,3^0 or 85 per­
cent (Table I). A check of the list indicates that the 
upland South is indeed well represented. Many of the set­
tlers from that area were small farmers who were attracted 
to Texas by the liberal colonization laws of the young 
republic. Bred in a forest environment, they sought the 
wooded areas such as the Cross Timbers located between the 
upper Brazos and Trinity rivers. This region, which was 
famed for its stands of post oaks (Quercus stellata), sup­
plied the necessary raw material for all those structural 
features that have been the hallmarks of the man from the 
upland South.
As long as the supply of wood lasted, Anglo-Saxon 
and Scotch-Irish settlers exhibited their skill with axe 
and adze, at the same time contributing to the diffusion of 
distinctive landscape elements. They built simple, one- 
room log dwellings (Figure 12), whose roughly hewn beams 
were around fourteen feet in length. The logs were fitted 
at the corners in various ways, most often in a saddle notch 
(Figure 13)« The purpose of corner-notching is to interlock 
the logs tightly, eliminating the use of pegs or nails.
Among several methods of corner-timbering, the saddle notch
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TABLE I
ORIGIN OF ANGLO-AMERICAN SETTLERS IN COMAL, 
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Virginia  21 9
Total 2,812
 ̂ Second U.S. Population Census for Texas. 1860 
(Austin, Texas: Texas Census Records, microfilm, Texas 
State Archives).
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which was widely used throughout the highland South is the 
simplest. A saddle-like cut was carved into one or both 
sides of the log which usually remained round. To assure 
a tight fit at the corners, the logs had to be left long 
enough to project a few inches from the sides of the house. 
The practice to apply the saddle notch to the top of the 
log made the structure very vulnerable to deterioration 
because water could collect in the notch.35 jn the hill 
country of the Edwards Plateau the double saddle notch was 
most frequently observed.
In many instances, the single-pen log cabin would 
have on its northern gable-end a rock-and-mortar chimney 
(Figure 12, jet al.) whose fireplace was used almost exclu­
sively for heating. Traditionally, cooking facilities 
were housed in a slightly smaller log structure set apart 
from the main cabin. Later, the kitchen was moved into the 
lean-to built onto the rear of the house. The addition of 
a lean-to on both sides of the cabin became standard prac­
tice as did eventually the addition of another cabin built 
end-to-end with a gap between, effecting the characteristic 
"dog trot." The second cabin frequently functioned as a 
storage bin for grain.
Service buildings such as barns were not a part or a 
necessity of these homesteads. Livestock roamed relatively
35f . Kniffen and H. Glassie, "Building in Wood in 
the Eastern United States," The Geographical Review, LVI
(1966) ,  5h.
5>+
freely and required no winter quarters. There was no need 
to store hay in large barns as pasture was available most of 
the year. The zigzag or worm fence was used wherever fenc­
ing was required. Although this writer in his travels 
through the study area saw only one apparently restored 
example of a worm fence, he was informed by old-tinfers that 
it was most common during early settlement days, but was 
replaced later by stone fences.
The lumber for buildings and fences was commonly taken 
from an area that was to be cleared for a field. Any remain­
ing trees were girdled and left to die. German farmers, 
however, would completely clean an area of its trees. They 
objected to the aforementioned method which was an apparent 
characteristic of the southern American settler.
Corn was raised as the main subsistence crop, whereas 
cotton was the important cash crop. Between rows of corn, 
the farmers often planted beans, melons, and sweet potatoes. 
However, the_Anglo-American settler in general showed little 
Inclination for gardening. He lived a most frugal existence 
apparently content with "coffee, corn bread and bacon, 
chewing tobacco, and whiskey. Bracht also comments that
the German colonists were astounded by the frequency and. 
amount of coffee consumed by the American settler, while 
the Germans' lasting dislike for corn bread was proverbial. 
The relatively sparse offerings of an Anglo-American
-^Victor Bracht, Texas in 18H8 (Elberfeld und 
Iserlohn: J. Baedecker, 18H9), p. 26.
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Figure 13
The saddle notch was commonly employed in the construction 
of the German settler's first house in Texas. This particu­
lar house was built by a Mr. Zink in Sisterdale. Zink was 
an Austrian officer serving as the official surveyor of 
the Verein in Texas. Note that the builder sawed off the 




settler's dinner table were often sustained through hunting 
of local wildlife which many a time must have Included 
longhorns. One writer of the day reported "enormous herds 
of wild cattle, or cattle which have grown wild"37 along 
such rivers as the Sabine, Brazos, and Guadalupe. The 
settlers of that region considered the wild cattle a great 
nuisance and continually hunted them as game.
Thus, through the predominant influence of the set­
tler from the southern states specific cultural traits had 
become common-place throughout Eas-tern Texas. Detailed 
descriptions of these traits, including the material ones, 
were in all likelihood distributed among the prospective 
German immigrants. The newcomer from overseas, while 
unaccustomed to these traits in practice, must have had 
plenty of opportunity to read about the supposedly proper 
way of living in Texas. The descriptions of land and life 
in Texas, whose objectivity often left much to be desired, 
were important teaching devices. The German immigrant 
readily made many of these traits his own. A visitor to 
New Braunfels in 1856, one year after its founding, would 
have noticed a large number of log houses with American 
style roofed-in porches and often "separated into two parts, 
according to the custom of the country, forming in the cen­
ter an open, covered passage . . . ."38
37narby, op. cit. , p. 1+2.
3^Roemer, Texas. p. 163.
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Cotton and institutionalized slavery, as previously 
mentioned, made their way hand in hand into Texas. As a 
cultural complex they remained almost exclusively Anglo- 
American. Guadalupe County, which is situated along the 
eastern margin of the German settlement area, serves as a 
case in point. The first United States Agricultural Census 
for Texas, which was compiled in 1850, lists a total of 150 
farmers within this county, whose principal agricultural 
attraction is its location within the Black Prairies. Forty- 
seven, or approximately thirty-one percent, of the farmers 
were German. The county, which already in 1850 reported a 
harvest of 182 bales of cotton, had a slave population of 
321. Without a single exception the slaves were owned by 
Anglo-American farmers. Many of the smaller farmers were, 
of course, without slaves, but forty-seven were listed as 
slave h o l d e r s .39 The German's personal antipathy for slavery 
and his poor financial condition prevented him from owning 
slaves and thus provided a distinct factor in cultural- 
geographic delineation so far as this study is concerned.
59seventh U.S. Agricultural Census, (1850), Texas 
(Austin, Texas: Texas State Archives), Vol. I, and Slave 
Schedules. U.S. Population Census. 1850. Texas (Austin, 
Texas: Texas Census Records, Microfilm, Texas State 
Archives).
CHAPTER III
THE GERMAN CULTURE BACKGROUND FOR ORGANIZED SETTLEMENT 
IN THE TEXAS HILL COUNTRY
It is generally not recognized that many Texans 
trace their descent from German settlers. The census of 
1900, for example, gave Texas a foreign white population of 
'+66,651, of which 1 57, 21li- or 33 percent were Germans. ^  At 
the beginning of the twentieth century Texas still had 
vacant lands to offer, and the stream of settlers into the 
state had not yet ceased. The German contingent of those 
seeking a new home in Texas was indeed a strong one.
Early settlement activities by Germans in Texas were 
unorganized. Settlers came as individual family units, fol­
lowing the lure of free land or the report of a friend who 
had made the trek earlier and now yearned for company of 
his kind. Not all of the German settlers came across the 
Atlantic directly to Texas. In fact, many came via the 
overland routes from eastern, midwestern, or southern states. 
Numerically, the Germans did not become important until 
after l8k0. Lack of an organized effort for settlement,
^A. B. Faust, The German Element in the United 




remoteness, poor communications, and Indian hostilities kept 
the German settlements to a mere handful and scattered between 
the Brazos and Colorado rivers. The area later became popu­
larly known as Kleindeutschland.
The first German settlement in Texas, and one that 
provided the spark for the growth of others within the area, 
was the little town of Industry in Austin County. Industry 
was founded in 1831 by a single family. Through the initia­
tive of its founder, who sent glowing reports to his native 
Oldenburg, more people from his part of Germany and also 
from Westphalia and Holstein were induced to come to Texas. 
These newcomers in turn founded new settlements, but fre­
quently joined already existing ones. Those of the latter 
category had often been established by Anglo-American set­
tlers. As German emigrants continued to flock to these 
settlements, their original occupants became outnumbered, 
and the settlement took on a new character. Thus, such 
German settlements as Shelby, Cat Springs, Round Top, and 
Yorktown, in their names still indicate the ethnic back­
ground of their founders. Other reasons for the frequency 
of English names for German settlements are given by Profes­
sor Biesele who believed it reflected a strong Americanizing 
influence, as well as a feeling on the part of the settlers 
that German names would not be appropriate for settlements 
in Texas.^
^  Rudolph L. Biesele, The History of the German 
Settlements in Texas.~1811-1861 (Austin, Texas: Press of von 
Boeckmann-Jones Co., 1930)? P» 6'-i.
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Kleindeutschland, or the area in Texas which attracted 
the earliest German settlers, was essentially confined to 
Harris, Colorado, Austin, Washington, and Fayette counties. 
Because almost all of the German settlements within these 
counties came into being without any centralized effort, 
they should be recognized as independent settlements (Figure 
9), in contrast to those that sprang up as a result of 
planned colonization. The independent settlements primarily 
grew up around the farm of an individual homesteader. Ger­
man migrants from other parts of the United States and 
immigrants whose landfall was at either New Orleans or 
Galveston later joined the original settler. However, at 
no time was the population growth of these settlements 
restricted to one ethnic group. Anglo-American settlers 
joined or were joined by German settlers. Without distinct 
efforts to retain or cultivate specific culture traits, 
the German inhabitants of this area have given up most of 
their national identity. Today their presence is often 
discernible only through the lasting influence of family and 
place-names and the ubiquitous presence of the Lutheran 
church.
German settlement aspirations in Texas antedate the 
actual coming of the settlers by a number of years. As 
early as 1819, a Prussian army officer who had been travel­
ing through North America considered and suggested Texas as 
best suited for colonial acquisition by P r u s s i a . *+2 He
®+2Biesele, The History of the German Settlements in
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formulated a plan to acquire Texas from Spain. It was his 
opinion that Spain derived little economic or political 
usefulness from that area. Although this particular scheme 
did not materialize, Texas became in the years that followed 
a distinct focus for German settlement, both independent 
and organized.
In part, this attention which Texas received from 
German settlement organizations and settlers alike was the 
result of a campaign to discourage the spread of slavery.
In 1830, Stephen F. Austin was considering a plan to induce 
Swiss and German emigrants to come to Texas. Austin valued 
their character and industry, but most of all their opposi­
tion to s l a v e r y .^3 Furthermore, some writers seem to recog­
nize that England's apparent support of German colonizing 
efforts in Texas concealed her devious scheme to block 
United States' territorial expansion and slavery. The 
extent of England's influence on the plan of a new Germany 
in Texas is irrelevant to this thesis. Nevertheless, the 
political question of United States' territorial expansion 
and the moral question of slavery were without doubt touchy 
issues in the relationship between England and America.
Organized German settlement in Texas was the objective 
of the Germania Society of New York which was founded in 
1839»1+1+ Although the society passed into oblivion before
Texas, p. 23.
^3ibid.. p .  26.
^John A. Hawgood, The Tragedy of German America (New 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 19^0), p. 1^2.
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placing a single settler in Texas, it ushered in those years 
of the last century during which Texas acquired its German 
element. The colonization drive began when a group of 
German noblemen sought to find a suitable area and then to 
regulate emigration to it. This group, which was first 
formed in 18̂ -2, called itself the Adelsverein. In 18̂ +3, it 
chose to concentrate its colonizing efforts on Texas, at 
the same time adopting as its official title$ Association 
for the Protection of German Immigrants in Texas. Although 
the effectiveness of this organization was also short-lived, 
it functioned long enough to introduce into Texas a large 
number of German settlers. Without the support of the new 
colonists, the original German element in Texas would have 
been culturally obliterated in a short time. The very fact 
that the area lying to the west of the Colorado River was 
at times referred to as Grossdeutschland is a reflection 
of the systematic colonization by a group of men who perhaps 
were aspiring to a new Germany in Texas.
The real motives of the Association in furthering 
emigration to Texas are, however, not clear. Its public 
image was one of a philanthropic society interested princi­
pally in helping poor peasants find a new life in America.
It is likely that economic and political considerations were 
a part of the settlement plan. 5̂" The founding of a feudal
^g. G. Benjamin in The Germans in Texas (Philadel­
phia: 1907), p. 3 5 , makes the inconclusive statement: "It 
is stated that England was back of the movement to form a 
colony in Texas. It is even said to have gone so far that a
6̂ -
mark in Texas, tied politically and economically to Germany, 
was perhaps favorably anticipated. Off-setting the patrio­
tic dream of a new'’Germany appears the suspicion of a desire 
on the part of the German noblemen to expand their land­
holdings at home by buying out the peasants and encouraging 
their emigration. During the early l8H0's the growth of 
estates was especially pronounced in Hesse. The small, 
fragmented holdings of the peasants were absorbed by the 
expanding estates. The formerly independent freeholder was 
faced with two possibilities--become a wage laborer or 
emigrate. Many decided on the latter, and it was not unusual 
that Hessian villages migrated en masse.^ Those in a posi­
tion to support the emigration of the peasantry did so if 
for no other reason than to rid themselves of a potentially 
dangerous rural proletariat.
The majority of those that were recruited by the 
Verein for emigration appeared to have been the small farmer 
and village craftsman. This is partially borne out by a 
check of the few remaining ship lists. Sailing under the 
auspices of the Verein, the brig Armenius arrived in Galves­
ton on October 22, 1 8 with a total of 12*+ passengers,
contract was drawn between the English government and the 
Verein. By it the Verein agreed to place 10,000 families in 
Texas, the English Government to guarantee protection to the 
colony. A new market for British goods, a new source of cot­
ton, opposition to slavery and the extension of the area of 
the United States were the reasons for this."
^Mack Walker, Germany and the Emloration, 1 81 6-1 885, 
Harvard Historical Monograph (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
Univ. Press, 196V), pp. 76-77-
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including women and children. ̂"7 All but one of the passen­
gers had come from Hesse-Nassau. Of the men listing their 
occupation, all were farmers, although some added a second 
craft. The diversity of experience included a miller, a 
brewer, a joiner and a butcher, two smiths, two masons, two 
weavers, a shoemaker, and a shepherd. The passenger lists 
of other boats arriving in Galveston during 185-5 support 
the notion that the one cited above is a representative 
cross section of the types of colonists sent by the 
Verein.^ Of course, one can never be sure how many of the 
emigrants declared themselves farmers only for the purpose 
of being assured a place on a boat and to receive the mate­
rial support promised by the Verein after landing in Texas. 
The support was to be in the form of implements, seed 
grain, and draft animals.
The logical aspirant for emigration to the new land 
was indeed the farmer. Anyone not acquainted with farming 
practices and not accustomed to hard work was ill prepared 
for settlement in frontier Texas. In fact, it was in part 
for those reasons that some settlers were destined to fail. 
There were individuals who joined the organized emigration 
in the hope of putting into practice political and economic 
views which could not be implemented in Germany. These
^ Colonization Papers and Ship Lists. Association for 
the Protection of German Emigrants in Texas. loose-leaf 
folder (Austin, Texas: Texas State Archives, n.d.).
^Ibid.
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colonists were basically disillusioned participants in 
Germany's republican movement. They were often professional 
men or students rather than farmers or craftsmen. Collec­
tively they were called the "Forty-eighters" because of 
their involvement in Germany's popular revolution which 
culminated in the formation of the Frankfurt Assembly in 
l8h8.1+9
Both the small farmer or craftsman and the political 
rebel were timely products of a Germany simultaneously 
engulfed in a political, industrial, and socio-economic 
revolution. To draw a cursory cross section of these people 
appears to be essential. Their limited financial and mate­
rial resources, coupled with a political and social philos­
ophy which was often the very antithesis to established 
concepts, were important factors contributing to the geo­
graphic distribution of the German settlement group.
The waning years of the first half of the nineteenth 
century saw West Germany suffering the effects of increas­
ing industrialization and economic dislocation which 
resulted from the elimination of trade barriers. 5"0 In gen­
eral, of course, the passing of innumerable customs barriers
^A. E. Zucker, The Forty-Eighters. Political Refugees 
of the German Revolution of iBho (New York: Columbia Univer­
sity Press, 195*0), passim.
5C>Greater freedom of trade among the various German 
states was initiated by Prussia, which in 1816 abolished its 
internal customs barriers. Other states began to conform 
or adjust to the Prussian system. By 183b, most German 
states were members of the Zollverein (customs union) which 
did much to improve trade and industrial development and was 
the foundation of German political unification.
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provided much of the impetus toward subsequent German economic 
and industrial development. On the other hand, some regions 
began to suffer the effects of stiffer competition. Included 
in this category were, especially, areas of predominantly 
rural populations of small farmers and craftsmen. The 
plight of these people was often accentuated by the fact 
that their existence had been marginal even before their 
farms and small regional industries were exposed to competi­
tion. These conditions were well exemplified by former 
royal possessions, such as Nassau, Hesse, Hanover, and 
Braunschweig. It is no mere coincidence that these same 
areas supplied a majority of the early colonists to Texas. 
Table II, representing an enumeration of German settlers “ 
by areas of origin, shows the relative importance of the 
cited German states. Most of the colonists who indicated 
Prussia as place of origin came from western segments of 
the monarchy such as Westphalia and the Prussian Rhine 
Province which shared the characteristics of the other 
states.
As pointed out previously, the west German areas that 
contributed most importantly to the stream of emigrants to 
Texas are comprised of rolling uplands adjacent to the 
valleys of such rivers as the Main, Rhine, Lahn, Mosel, and 
Fulda. Culturally this had been a region of small farmers 
whose ability to support their families was greatly handi­
capped by the practice of divided inheritances. In upland 
areas, the economic marginality of the minutely divided
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TABLE II
ORIGIN OF GERMAN SETTLERS FOR COMAL, GILLESPIE, 
KERR, AND MASON COUNTIES, CENSUS OF 186051
Prussia 1 ,307 35 %
Nassau 820 22 i
Hanover 593 16 %
Braunschweig 263 7 %
Hesse 21 *+ 6 %
Saxony 192
Wuerttemberg 1M-1 b  %
Bavaria 77
Baden 58
Mecklenburg 31 1 %
Schleswig-Holstein 21
family plots was greatly increased by vagaries in climate 
and poor soils. Traditionally, many small upland free­
holders had to secure supplementary income to support their 
family. Thus, it was not unusual for a small farmer to 
hire out as laborer with a larger landowner or pursue a 
craft such as weaving or woodworking. Home industries were 
doomed to oblivion by increasing factory competition. The 
problems of the small farmer in turn affected the small 
businessman. The incomes of blacksmiths, masons, and car­
penters declined as the surpluses of the farmers vanished.
It was a vicious economic circle from which emigration pro­
vided an escape.52
Second U.S. Population Census for Texas. 1860 (Austin, 
Texas: Texas Census Records, microfilm, Texas State Archives).
^2The heavy representation of vine growers among the 
emigrants to Texas indicates that the valley settlements 
suffered some of the same ills as the upland villages. As
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The occupance of a new land by a different people 
creates an interaction of influences exerted by the land, 
and converging native and foreign cultures. In the process 
of these interacting influences, the new group will invar­
iably need to make adjustments in its way of life to facili­
tate its integration within the areally prevalent physical 
and cultural systems. However, it is unlikely that it will 
readily relinquish its cultural identity. In fact, it may 
adhere stubbornly to those time honored practices and ideas 
which, when viewed collectively, form its so-called culture 
complex. Wine production should be recognized as one of 
the practices forming the German culture complex of the 
Texas hill country. Furthermore, the same colonists who 
introduced grape culture and wine making may also have 
influenced the common practice of building outside stair­
ways on the houses within the German settlement region.
This trait is indeed one of the most prominent features of 
the Germans' broad cultural complex. As an architectural 
trait, it may be exclusively a local invention designed to 
conserve space inside the small dwellings, while at the 
same time well adapted to the relatively dry and warm climate 
of Texas. However, the frequency of such stairways in the 
German settlements not only suggests but actually represents 
the survival of a familiar trait. Dickinson, for example,
Walker, ag. cit. . p. !+95 points out, small plots combined 
with year-to-year variability in grape production "sent 
many growers down their valleys to America," including the 
Texas hill country.
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relates that the villages nestled against the vineyarded 
slopes of the Rhineland have multi-storied houses with out­
side staircases leading from the wine cellar to the living 
quarters. 5 3
Building practices are indeed the true meaning of a 
people within the landscape. Meitzen recognized the house, 
for example, as the embodiment of a people's soul, ("Das 
Haus 1st die Verkoerperung des Volksgeistes").^  Rather 
than a sterile combination of stone, wood, and mortar, it 
is the visible expression of cultural processes conditioned 
by environmental influences, functional requirements, and 
the desire to impress. The German colonists in Texas are 
no exception as they reveal themselves through certain tra­
ditional building practices that provided both diagnostic 
landscape elements and the framework for this cultural-geo­
graphic inquiry.
The architectural habits of the German settler in 
Texas had been strongly influenced by the predominance of 
the so-called Franconian house (Fraenkische Haus) through­
out his area of origin. This house, which is conspicuous 
for its two-and-a-half story, half-timber construction, is 
the popular rural dwelling between the Rhine and the Bohemian 
Forest. According to Meitzen, it originated in the Middle
53R.obert E. Dickinson, Germany: A General and 
Regional Geography (London: Methuen and Co., Ltd., 2nd ed.,
1961), p. 221.
^August Meitzen, Das Deutsche Haus in Seinen Volk- 
stuemlichen Formen (Berlin: Verlag von Dietrich Reimer, 1882), 
p. 3.
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Rhine region and diffused eastward from there.55 In its 
basic form, this house consists of three subdivisions, with 
the main entrance always leading from the long side into a 
hallway that includes the so-called summer kitchen and the 
stairway to the upper floors. The technique of half-timber­
ing, prevalent throughout central Germany, was an adjust­
ment to the increasing scarcity of wood, especially oak 
lumber. By the middle of the nineteenth century, oak lumber 
became so scarce that the cooperatives (Markgenossenschaften) 
which had been created for the purpose of distributing lum­
ber to the farmer were dissolved. The result was an 
increasing dependence upon masonry construction. For exam­
ple, brick became the customary nogging of half-timber 
houses after 1870. Even though increasingly less wood went 
into the construction of the rural half-timber dwelling, the 
farmer continued to refer to it as the Holzhaus, which may 
indeed represent a throwback to those days when logs were 
the only material u s e d . 56 The brick and mortar nogging of 
the half-timber frame is most often hidden beneath a bright 
white-wash. Slate tile covers the steeply pitching roof.
The Franconian house is essentially a human dwelling, with
^ i b i d . . p .  8 .
5^Kurt Ehemann, "Das Bauernhaus in der Wet ter au und 
im Suedwestlichen Vogelsberg," For sebum, gen zur Deutschen 
Landeskunde. Band 61 (Remagen: Verlag der Bundesanstalt fuer 
Landeskunde, 1953)5 P* 90. Ehemann makes the point that in 
contrast to rural areas where the term Holzhaus is commonly 
used, in urban areas the more familiar F'achwerkhaus is 
employed.
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other half-timber structures for service buildings (Figure 
1b). However, in areas such as the Hessian uplands where 
agricultural potential is limited and farms smaller, this 
house frequently comprises the single farm building, func­
tioning as home, stall, and barn. This so-called Einhaus 
(literally one-house) consists of a first story built of 
natural stone which includes the livestock stalls. The 
family rooms are in the half-timbered second story. The 
attic serves as storage for grain, hay, and straw. A 
slightly modified example of an Einhaus is shown in Figure 
1*+. Ehemann points out that the Einhaus is characteristic 
of areas with predominantly small farms. The fact that it 
is at times called Gebirgshaus (mountain house) is indica­
tive of its presence in areas of limited agricultural 
possibilities. It appears to be one of the oldest house 
forms in the uplands of Hesse.57 in all likelihood, this 
is the type of house that many an immigrant left behind.
A later chapter will show that while the manner of building 
among the Texas Germans changed, it nevertheless left suf­
ficient and at times conspicuous evidence of its architec­
tural origins. Such obvious material traits as half­
timbering and outside stairways delineate the extent of 
German influence.
The influence is, of course, not restricted to mate­
rial items, but also aligns itself with social practices
^ Ibid., p. 68 .
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FI gur e 1 b
Einhaus from the vicinity of Marienberg in the Ore Mountains. 
Note the whitewash covering the stone-constructed first 
story and the nogging of the half-timbered second story.
The main portion of the house is in the form of a saltbox.
Figure 15
Farm village Erksdorf near Treysa in Hesse. The half-tim­
bering of houses and service buildings is one of the 
outstanding architectural traits. Farmsteads are arranged 
in a rectangular fashion, consisting commonly of the two- 
and-a-half story family dwelling, a large barn, and an 
animal building.
Figures 15 and 15 can be found in Eugene Diesel's Das Land 
der Deutschen (Leipzig: Bibliographisches Institut A.G., 
1931 ).
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and attitudes that had their roots in the mother country.
Germans are generally known for their gregariousness. The
Texas immigrants were no exception as they formed in their
new settlements the traditional singing, target-shooting,
gymnastic, and other societies. Some of these organizations
provided the ideal setting where the colonists were able
to espouse their liberal Weltanschauung (world view). As
previously mentioned, many German emigrants had become
politically motivated during the attempts to bring about a
popular revolution in the Fatherland. When the success of
the movement was not attained at home, its followers found
in America a base for vigorous political activity. The
German rebels became well known for their inclination toward
58the Republican Party, their predisposition toward the 
abolition of slavery, and their desire for national unity. 
These views while shared in the northern states of the coun­
try were less acceptable in Texas and contributed greatly 
to the distrust between Anglo-Americans and Germans. The 
latter further alienated themselves because of their reli­
gious concepts. In contrast to the Anglo-American's often 
fundamental approach to Christianity, many of the German 
colonists, especially the Forty-eighters, were
58Gillespie County, which was populated primarily 
by descendants of German emigrants brought to Texas by the 
Verein, is the only Texas county to have almost a perfect 
record in casting its ballots for the Republicans in 
national elections. On only two occasions has the county 
gone Democratic. The first was in 1932, for Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, and the second in 156*+, for Lyndon Baines Johnson, 
who is a native son of the county.
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freethinkers.59 Their bitterness toward the church grew 
from an antipathy to a German clergy that was closely allied 
with "the reactionary forces of bureaucracy, the army and 
the vested landed interests."6° On the other hand, the 
western German area from which most of the settlers came is 
in general a religious transition zone. The Rhine Basin is 
strongly Roman Catholic, while much of Hesse and Hanover is 
Protestant.
The above should serve to shed some light on the 
cultural-geographic background of the German emigrant 
recruited for settlement in Texas. From his preference for 
five meals a day to his stubborn refusal to give complete 
support to the Confederate cause, the German settler dif­
fered sharply in both social and material expressions from 
his Anglo-American neighbor. The geographic implications 
of these contrasts are to be detailed in the following chap­
ters. The remainder of this chapter will deal with some 
specific actions by the Verein to further German colonization 
in Texas.
The decision by the Verein to proceed with organized 
emigration to Texas was reached after favorable reports 
were received from one of two emissaries dispatched to 
Texas in l8h2 by the settlement society. The report con­
firmed the already-held belief that "no part of the other
^"^Zucker, crp. cit. , p. 20.
6oIbid. , p. 21 .
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hemisphere offers, in so compact an area, all the conditions 
of powerful growth; nowhere does the German race prosper 
better than here, where are united all the advantages of 
the tropics with the comforts of the temperate zones.
Since the two scouts never penetrated the hill country, 
their reports were limited to the description of the flat 
coastal prairies. The actual acquisition of land was solved 
when the Verein was approached by Texas empressarios who 
were seeking settlers for their grant areas. In June of 
18¥+, the Verein purchased an interest in the so-called 
Fisher-Miller Colonization Grant. It was named after two 
land speculators who in 18H2 had obtained the grant from 
the President of the Republic, Sam Houston. They had "pro­
posed to introduce 1,000 families of German, Dutch, Swiss, 
Norwegian, Swedish and Danish immigrants. "62 .̂t the time
of the land purchase, the officers of the Verein must have 
been unaware that the grant area lay beyond the actual 
frontier and in hostile Comanche territory. In addition, 
since the area extended into semiarid western Texas much of 
it was placed beyond the possibility of sedentary farming.
To the unknowing emigrant, a map view of this area may have 
shown a promising expanse of land, but in 18M+, direct occu- 
pance of any portion of it was impossible. To the early
61 Hawgood, op. pit., p. ikj, as quoted from the docu­
ments of the Verein.
^R. L. Biesele, "The San Saba Colonization Company," 
The Southwestern Historical Quarterly, XXXIII (1930), 175.
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German settlers the grant area represented a goal towards 
which to move. However, the original German claimants of 
the area were not among the settlers who eventually took 
possession of it. With the exception of a few German settle­
ments in its easternmost portion, most of the original grant 
is today in the hands of Anglo-Americans. Although the 
frontier moved on, the German settlers remained rooted in 
their initial places of occupance within the Texas hill 
country.
The emigrant signing a contract with the Verein was 
promised food, implements, seed grain, and the like upon 
arrival in Texas. He was also to be aided in the construc­
tion of his house and given low interest loans for the 
purchase of livestock. Each married man would receive 320 
acres, single men 160 acres. In addition, town lots of a 
half acre plus ten acres nearby were to be granted to those 
preferring to remain within the base settlement--New Braun­
fels. ̂ 3 When it actually came to the surveying of these 
town acreages, the Bavarian surveyor employed his own cri­
terion for measurement, namely the Bavarian foot rather than 
the English one. The result was that the New Braunfels
settlers had their ten acres cut short by thirty-four rods
6U-or approximately one-fifth of an acre.
The helping hand which the Verein promised to extend
^Faust, 0£. cit. . p. *+91.
8L|'From the personal archives of Mr. Oscar Haas, New 
Braunfels, Texas, 1961+.
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to its colonists is an indication of the society's desire to 
insure the success of its undertaking; however, it also 
serves to suggest that the Verein was anxious to keep the 
settlers dependent and under control. The latter aspect 
of the relationship is born out by the fact that actual 
settlement proceeded in a disciplined manner and under the 
military-like reign of the Verein1s leading representative 
in Texas, Prince Carl of Solms-Braunfels. Upon arrival in 
Texas, the Prince organized a military company of twenty 
men and also formed a militia including all who could bear 
arms. It was his responsibility to keep the settlers together, 
provide for their safety, and formulate initial settlement 
plans.
During the fall and winter of 18M-1-, the first ship­
loads of immigrants recruited by the Verein reached Galves­
ton. They were transported by schooners to Carlshafen^5 on 
Matagorda Bay. From there it was approximately a 1 50-mile 
journey by oxcart to the settlement site on the Comal and 
Guadalupe rivers. The first group of settlers arrived at 
this site in the spring of l8b5, the same year that Texas 
became a member of the union. Statehood ended forever such
^ C a r l s h a f e n  was also known as Indianola or Indian 
Point. It became the important port of entry for immigrants 
sent by the Society. During 18̂ -6, settlers were stranded 
at Carlshafen when transportation into the interior was 
unavailable during the United States-Mexican War. The ranks 
of the settlers were decimated by hunger and disease. The 
news about the conditions at Carlshafen was a major blow 
against the Verein. In 1878, the port and the small town 
of Indianola were completely wiped out by a hurricane.
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hope as may have been held by the founders of the Verein 
of establishing a German feudal mark in North America.
To what extent the statehood of Texas really affected 
the operations of the Verein is difficult to determine, but 
its ineffectiveness as a settlement organization was evi­
dent as early as l8b-6. The Verein1 s most acute problems 
were lack of funds, little knowledge about frontier condi­
tions, and an unfavorable German press illuminating in 
great detail the plight of the stranded settlers on Texas' 
"humid and disease-ridden shores." By 18^7, the Verein 
ceased to function as an effective settlement organization.
It disintegrated completely in 1853*^ During the waning 
years of its existence, the Verein continued to send colo­
nists to Texas. However, in contrast to earlier settle­
ment groups, these later immigrants were left without 
direction upon their arrival and as a result their routes 
of ingress were not distinctly focused upon the Verein's 
settlements. Instead, they dispersed in various directions, 
adding most likely to the German element in the independent 
settlements and to Castro's colony in Medina County.
It would be nearly impossible to ascertain accurately 
how many colonists were sent to Texas by the Verein. Accord­
ing to various sources, several thousand had arrived by the 
end of l81+6. Roemer, reporting on the arrival of colonists 
at Carlshafen, indicates that during the winter of 18h 5-̂ +6
^Hawgood, op. cit. , p. 189.
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alone, "about three thousand of the poor immigrants lay- 
crowded on the sandy coast . . . ."67 Hawgood states that 
during the four years of the Verein1s real functioning, 
some 10,000 settlers were brought to T e x a s . 68 Estimates of 
the German-born population in Texas by 1850 range as high 
as 25,000, of which approximately 15,000 were occupying the 
organized settlements. The figures above may be more nearly 
accurate than the actual census which in 1850 gave all of 
Texas a German-born population of 8 ,191.69 ppe frontier 
conditions of the area greatly handicapped the census taker 
of 1850 and his enumeration in all likelihood does not 
reflect the actual situation.
From all indications, it appears certain that the 
Verein was responsible for sending between 10,000 and 20,000 
colonists to Texas. The actual number, however, is less 
important than the fact that a majority of these settlers 
represented an organized effort to colonize a large segment 
of the state.
67Roemer, Texas, p. 21.
68Hawgood, op. pit., p. 185.
69i)on H. Biggers, The German Pioneers in Texas 
(Fredericksburg, Texas: Press of the Fredericksburg Pub­
lishing Co., 1925)? P- *+8.
CHAPTER IV
THE FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
ORGANIZED GERMAN SETTLEMENTS IN TEXAS
Toward the spring of 18R5, the first contingent of 
German immigrants under the leadership of Prince Solms 
began its trek from Carlshafen northward. The realization 
that the grant lands were too remote for settlement neces­
sitated the purchase of an alternate area. This was accom­
plished when Prince Solms after his arrival in San Antonio 
purchased 1,265 acres, a portion of the so-called Comal 
Tract, for a total of $1,111.7° The decision to buy this 
land was greatly influenced by reports concerning the 
immense supply of fresh-water flowing from the Comal Springs. 
The settlement group arrived at the springs on March 1R,
18i+5. During April of the same year they celebrated the 
founding of Neu Braunfels, the Verein's first settlement 
in Texas. New Braunfels was the focal point for all sub­
sequent arrivals: it was ideally located along the margins 
of the Black Prairies immediately adjacent to the timbered 
hill country; it commanded a vast store of ground water; 
and it was situated on the most direct route between Austin
70' Oscar Hass, "A Chronology of New Braunfels," Cen­
tennial Celebration of New Braunfels, Official Souvenir 
Program, (New Braunfels, Texas: 19̂ +6).
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and San Antonio. To this day, the city continues to reflect 
those advantages, and with a population of 15,631^1 is by 
far the largest of the German settlements in Texas. How­
ever, the ready accessibility of New Braunfels, ever since 
its founding, has nurtured a strong Americanizing influ­
ence. Specific German material traits such as the small 
half-timbered houses are less obvious here than in some of 
the other settlements. Particular practices which one 
might recognize as truly German, such as the annual Wurst- 
fest, are really only for the purpose of attracting tourists. 
Exploiting quaint customs has indeed become a lucrative 
business in New Braunfels.
New Braunfels became the first systematic settlement 
within a large area that included Austin, fifty miles toward 
the north, and San Antonio, twenty-five miles to the south. 
Several settlements were encroaching upon the prairie from 
the east as farmers began to recognize the value of the 
grasslands for cotton production. However, occupance of 
the generally treeless prairie was somewhat handicapped by 
the necessity of importing construction materials. Until 
the extension of the railroads into the region, teams of 
mules or oxen did virtually all the hauling, a service which 
more often than not was performed by German immigrants.
The teamsters from New Braunfels were known for their well-
U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Popula­
tion : 1960. Vol. I, Characteristics of Population. Part !+5; 
Texas (Washington, D. C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1963), p. 25.
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built wagons and their use of mules rather than oxen.?2 
Most of the Germans transporting freight between New Braun­
fels and the coast [Indianola] were farmers. They had 
found in hauling freight a sorely needed second occupation 
which kept many of them from economic ruin during the 
early settlement years. To the west of New Braunfels lay 
Indian territory, including the original grant area whose 
eastern boundary was nearly 100 miles from the settlement. 
The extension of German settlement influence throughout the 
area surrounding New Braunfels might, therefore, be recog­
nized as having led to the formation of a generically dis­
tinct Altlandschaft. whose representative features have 
urvived, often in relic form, to this day.
The map depicting the distribution of places result­
ing from organized settlement (Figure 16) shows that the 
German settlements were located west of New Braunfels. This 
was the result of a dominant westward movement from New 
Braunfels. The settled area is outlined toward the east 
by the Balcones Fault Zone which has been marked on the 
map. The centripetal effect of New Braunfels is quite 
apparent from the relative density of settlements in its
?20. D. Smith, "A Trip to Texas in 1855j" The 
Southwestern Historical Quarterly. LIX (1955-56), 28.
?-̂ The term Altlandschaft was coined by the German 
geographer Otto Schlueter to designate a landscape reflect­
ing initial, permanent occupance. See: Otto Schlueter,
Die Siedlungsraeume Mitteleuropas in Fruehgeschichtlicher 
Zeit, J_. Teil, Einfuehrung in die Altlandschaf tsfors chung. 
Forschungen zur Deutschen Landeskunde (Remagen: Verlag des 
Amtes fuer Landeskunde, 1952).
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Figure 16
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PREDOMINANTLY 
GERMAN S ET TLEM EN TS 
IN THE TEXAS HILL COUNTRY
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Although in many respects marginal, the hill country 
nevertheless offered some important incentives for occupance, 
not the least of which was isolation. The early colonists, 
especially, were greatly influenced in this direction hy 
Prince Solms. He was the stereotype example of German 
nobility and violently anti-American. In his advice to the 
settlers he advocated separatism, and he warned them of 
the dangers inherent in the mixing of cultures. His openly 
revealed attitude of disdain for the American probably con­
tributed greatly to the hostile feeling that developed between 
the two population g r o u p s . T h e  preference for isolation 
was perhaps magnified by the German settlers adherence to 
traditional social and economic practices.
The location of the original grant area may be seen 
as a strong influence contributing to the westward spread 
of the German colonists. A major step in this direction 
was taken in August of 18H5, when von Meusebach, who had 
replaced Prince Solms as leader of the immigrants, obtained 
some 10,000 acres immediately to the north of the Pedernales 
River and about seventy-five miles northwest of New Braun­
fels. Here he founded Friedrichsburg, which received its
71first group of settlers on May 8, 18A6.
The site for Fredericksburg was well chosen. Laid
VLl
' Roemer, Texas. p. 19-
77yBiesele, History of the German Settlements in 
Texas, pp. 139-1R6.
out along two parallel creeks, the town occupies a central 
position on the northern flank of a basin-like portion of 
the Pedernales Valley. The valley not only offered good 
land for subsequent agricultural development, but it also 
became the strategic routeway toward the west, known as 
the Upper El Paso or Emigrant Road.^8 Fredericksburg bene­
fited greatly during the California gold rush when its 
strategic location was enhanced by the fact that it was the 
last source of supplies before reaching El Paso.
The new settlement area, besides being a very for­
tunate choice, seems to reflect that "Meusebach eventually 
planned to colonize the grant."77 Fredericksburg was the 
second relay station toward this goal. Meusebach himself 
settled some twenty miles north of Fredericksburg in Loyal 
Valley (Figure 16). His efforts to push toward the grant 
contributed to the founding of the- only settlements by the 
Verein within the actual grant area: Castell, Leiningen, 
Schoenburg, Meerholz, and B e t t i n a . ^ 8 Only Castell on the 
Llano River remains today. _ The foreward position of these 
settlements required immediate action to insure their 
safety in a region that was truly the domain of the Indian. 
For this purpose, Meusebach approached the leading Comanche
76Ibid.. p. 1 *+9.
^^"Fredericksburg in the Hill Country," The Radio- 
•post. Centennial Edition (Fredericksburg, Texas: May 5,
m 6 ) ,  P. 7.
?8Bies ele, History of the German Settlements in 
Texas, p. 152.
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chief, Santa Ana, and on May 1, I8V7, the German colonists 
concluded a treaty with several Comanche hands by which the 
two sides agreed to visit each other's settlements and the 
Germans were permitted to survey and settle the lands as 
far as the Concho and Colorado rivers (Figure 9)* In- 
return for these favors, the Germans promised to pay a 
thousand dollars in cash and an equal amount in supplies. 
Although the treaty was generally heralded as one of the 
most successful ever attained between Europeans and Indians, 
there were attacks by Comanche upon German settlers, at 
least in part attributed to the Verein's inability to make 
prompt payment.79
New Braunfels and Fredericksburg constitute the 
southeastern and northwestern nodes of the area within which 
organized German settlement developed both quantitatively 
and qualitatively. Elements of the latter category are 
to be discussed in the following chapter. It should be 
borne in mind that such elements, whether consisting of 
specific material features or the less-tangible attitudes 
and sentiments of individuals, were the important criteria 
used to delimit the core German area. The core area has 
been superimposed on a map (Figure 17), showing the relative 
proportions of German and American settlers in the counties 
important in early German settlement. Table III served in 
part as a basis for the map. Bexar County, which consists
79yKenneth F. Neighbours, "The German-Comanche Treaty 
of 18V7," Texana, II (1 96^), 31 1-322.
TABLE III
POPULATION MAKE-UP OF TEXAS COUNTIES AFFECTED BY 







Bandero 502 83 21 307 76 1 2 3
Blanco 1 , 208 229 19 935 77 5-5 5-
Burnet 2,565 33 1 2,196 89 235 10
Comal 3,915 3,627 93 95 2 193 5
Gillespie 2,756 2,5-07 87 316 1li 33 11
Guadalupe *+, 951 1 ,155 23 2,058 52 1 ,758 35
Hays 1 ,829 56 3 975 53 799 55
Kerr 65-8 303 57 296 56 5-9 nf
Llano 1 ,072 153 13 875 82 55 5
Mason 5-93 269 55 206 5-2 18 3
Menard 667 15 2 653 98 -- - -
Total 20,5o5 8,319 51 8,900 55 3,185 15
8 0Second U.S. Population Census for Texas. 1860, 
and Slave Schedules for Texas. 1860 (Austin, Texas: Texas 
Census Records, microfilm, Texas State Archives).
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Figure 17 
RELATIVE CONCENTRATION OF GERMANS  
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primarily of San Antonio, had a total white population in 
i860 of 8,388, of which 1,866 or 22 percent were German.
The total white population of the counties enumerated in 
Table III, not Including Bexar County, was divided about 
evenly--8,319 Germans and 8,900 Americans. Comal and 
Gillispie counties stand out as the most distinctly German 
counties. The heavy representation of Germans in Guadalupe 
County is in its western portion near New Braunfels. In 
the formation of Guadalupe County in 1859-, the German colo­
nists were at least politically separated from their area 
of immediate cultural affinity. Kerr County, which in 
i860 reported an equal representation of Germans and Amer­
icans, by 1862 shed its eastern or German portion which 
became Kendall County. The census of 1870 reveals the
disproportionate representation of Germans and Americans
81in the two counties. '
Counties Total population Germans % Americans % Negroes % 
Kendall 1,628 965 59 5 73 35 90 6
Kerr 1,092 167 15 838 77 87 8
This change in population make-up between the above counties 
is still obvious today. Comfort, in the western part of 
Kendall County, in language, sentiment, and material traits, 
reflects its German heritage. At the time of the i860 
census, its inhabitants numbered ninety-one, of which only 
five were Anglo-Americans. Westward from Comfort toward
^  Third U.S. Population Census for Texas, 1870 
(Austin, Texas: Texas Census Records, microfilm, Texas State 
Archives).
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Kerrville, the American cultural imprint becomes increasingly
apparent. Kerrville itself is a typical American town, a
fact which was already apparent in i860, when of its sixty-
seven inhabitants only five were German.
The concentration of Germans in Medina County (Figure
17), has no direct relation to the activities of the Verein.
Settlement here resulted from the colonizing ventures of
a Frenchman, Henry Castro, who had been granted a large
tract of land in which he subsequently founded the town of
Castroville. Many of the settlers recruited by Castro for
his grant were from Alsace, but, nonetheless, identified
8?themselves with Germany rather than with France. A 
number of these Germans eventually resettled in the Verein1s 
area. For example, interviews conducted in the hamlet of 
Fischer (Figure 16) indicated that it had been settled 
largely by former members of Castro's colony.
The relative importance of Mason County as a German 
settlement area reflects the intensive colonizing efforts 
of the Verein under von Meusebach's attempt to reach the 
grant. However, German influence declines rapidly beyond, 
the southeastern portion of Mason County. As late as 1870, 
such neighboring counties as San Saba, McCulloch, and Kimble 
had not yet attracted German settlers, and Menard County to 
the west had only fourteen out of a total population of 667. 
The percentage of German settlers in Llano County, east of
^2Ibid.
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Mason County, appears significant only because of its Ger­
man settlement of Castell, located in the far western 
portion of the county. However, by 1870 the German popula­
tion had declined proportionately as Llano County was 
increasingly settled by A n g l o - A m e r i c a n s . 8 3  The same applies 
to such counties as Burnet, Blanco, and Hays. Within these 
counties peripheral to the core region, German influence is 
negligible and incidental. The smaller number of German 
settlers and their more direct contact with Anglo-Ameri­
cans provided for the erosion of German cultural traits.
It has been noted that the location of the grant was 
largely responsible for generating a northwest spread of 
the Verein* s settlements. The grant's attractiveness was 
enhanced by offering married and single men 6 b 0 and 320 
acres respectively, in contrast to the customary 320 and 
160 acres.^ Lindheimer, the publisher of the Neu Braun- 
felser Zeitung, noted in 18^6 that the few settlers moving 
into the grant did so for three reasons: adventure, more 
land, and because friends lived there. However, he men­
tioned that "many of those who at one time lived in the 
grant area are now making their home in New B r a u n f e l s . "85
88Ibid.
81+Margaret Bierschwale, "Mason County, Texas, 18^5- 
1870," The Southwestern Historical Quarterly, LII (19*+8-i+9), 
381 .
8^Ferdinand Lindheimer, editorial statement appear­
ing in the Neu Braunfelser Zeitung. Dec. 1 2, 1865, p» 2.
9^
Even the short-lived rumors during 1853 about gold
strikes within the grant incited few Germans to move toward
the region. A statement in the Neu Braunfelser Zeitung of
April 1, 1853, about the apparent gold finds also serves as
a character sketch of the German settler:
Although numerous reports have been received about 
a gold region hardly 70 miles from here, [New Braun­
fels], none of our Germans has been struck by the gold 
fever. One can, however, frequently hear the comment 
that iron ore would have been better than gold; then 
mines and factories with a hardworking and honorable 
populace could have been developed. Instead, the 
gold will attract only homeless adventurers.86
The writer leaves little doubt as to who these adventurers 
are when he states that " . . .  the speculating American in 
his ceaseless wandering reaches eagerly for anything that 
beyond the nearest horizon invites his wants."87 Although 
the article is extremely cynical and reflects the prevail­
ing culture conflict, it is accurate in picturing the German 
settler as an individual rooted-in-the-soil and not inclined 
to take risks. He had become a frontiersman by accident, 
not by choice, and he was appalled by the American's fickle 
relation to the land. An old Texas German told this writer 
that the American contrasted with the German in that the 
former was "always ready to move and satisfied as long as 
he had cornbread and whiskey and a lean-to over his head."
To the German the concept of "fatherland" whether it applied
Q  /T




to the Hessian uplands or the Texas hill country was real; 
to the American it was unknown. During the early 1850's the 
state of Texas, recognizing the German settler as entitled 
to the lands of the Fisher-Miller Grant, began offering 
certificates of ownership to the colonists. However, even 
this official encouragement did little to generate excite­
ment among the settlers for their western lands. Many 
never applied for the certificates, while others sold theirs 
to the first person who offered a small sum in return, often 
American land s p e c u l a t o r s . ^
The hill country had become home to the German set­
tler; his behavior indicated that he had come to stay. 
Although not the easiest area for making a living, in many 
respects it ideally suited the ways of the settlers. In 
its terraced stream valleys it provided the soils for the 
production of the various staples upon which the colonists 
came to depend. The openly-timbered hillsides with their 
cover of native grasses offered opportunities for grazing. 
Timber and stone for construction were plentiful. Water 
was often the deciding factor in the selection of a settle­
ment site. The larger streams and creeks carried some water 
during most of the year and settlers sought their proximity. 
The numerous artesian springs of the Balcones Fault Zone 
proved an important site factor. Many settlers of the hill
O Q
°°Hermann Seele, Die Cvnresse und Gesammelte Schriften 
(New Braunfels, Texas: Druck der Neu Braunfelser Zeitung. 
1936), pp. 123-12^.
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country came to rely upon cisterns or simply the impounding 
of rainwater and run-off in some form of a basin. An exam­
ple of this is shown in Figure 6>+— a basin carved out of 
solid rock to a depth of about four feet. It collected 
the runoff from the surrounding slopes. The basin was 
situated approximately a quarter of a mile from the actual 
homestead, and water was hauled on a sled drawn by a team of 
oxen. To protect his precious source of moisture, the set­
tler constructed a stone-wall fence encircling the entire 
basin.
The very character of the terrain may have captivated 
many a settler who by its hills and valleys was reminded of 
his old home in Germany. Numerous poems written by colo­
nists about the charms of the hill country attest to this 
feeling. It has been mentioned that the area's greater 
altitude provided it with a climate less oppressive than 
that of the coastal lowlands. This fact was often pointed 
out to the newcomer who was ill-prepared for the heat and 
humidity which'he experienced, at least during the summer, 
on his way into the interior. Hill country land could also 
be obtained at very low cost, especially in those areas 
which were unoccupied and hence claimed by the state. A 
certificate for a headright was available for thirty-five 
to forty cents per a c r e . ^9 The only other expense involved 
was the surveyor's fee for describing and measuring the
^9f . Lindheimer, editorial statement appearing in 
the Neu Braunfelser Zeitung, January 18, 18^5.
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chosen acreage. Of course, land could also be purchased 
privately, but the difference in price was considerable.
By 18555 land in the vicinity of New Braunfels was becoming 
exceedingly scarce and sold for twenty-five to forty dollars 
an acre. At that time there were already about 15-0 farms 
scattered throughout the immediate environs of the t o w n . 90 
Finally, it should be noted again that the hill country 
served as a protective shield for the traits of the German 
settler that clashed with those of the Anglo-American.
The German colonists who most anxiously sought the 
isolation of the hill country were the Forty-eighters.
Their academic background and unusual ways made them out­
casts even among the German settlers. Their lives were 
centered around reading, deep discussions, and hunting. As 
one visitor to the settlement of Bettina, an experiment by 
Forty-eighters in primitive communism, wrote: "I found here 
a society of mostly educated men who naturally were not 
used to hard work and knew little of farming, but liked 
hunting and r e a d i n g . 91 Their idealism was little in accord 
with the realities of frontier life, and many were utter 
failures in their settlement attempts. The colony of 
Bettina, which they founded in 185-7, had collapsed a year 
later. The communities of Boerne and Sisterdale, which
9 ° I b i d .
9^Henry B. Dielman, "Dr. Ferdinand Herrff, Pioneer 
Physician and Surgeon," The Southwestern Historical Quarterly. 
LVII (January, 195*+) 5 9*
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exist to this day, received large numbers of the Forty- 
eighters. As the result of the influx of these educated 
men, Sisterdale became known as a Lateinische Siedlung. 
Although the Forty-eighters did not readily mix with their 
own Landsmaenner, they were nevertheless very articulate in 
advocating their political and religious ideas. The German 
settler's sympathy with the Union Movement is a case in 
point. In fact, this movement was centered in Sisterdale 
and spread from there into surrounding counties, especially 
Gillespie. Needless to say, this position on the part of 
the German settlers contributed greatly to the distrust and 
hostility between them and the Americans. The results of 
the vote on the Ordinance of Secession held throughout Texas 
on February 23, 1861, are geographically revealing.
TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF VOTES CAST BY THE "GERMAN COUNTIES"




Kendall 21 1 27
Mason 2 75
 ̂Floyd F. Ewing, Jr., "Origins of Unionist Sentiment 
on the West Texas Frontier," West Texas Historical Associa­
tion Year Book. XXXII (October, 1956), 28. These statis­
tics were first published in the Journal of the Secession 
Convention, ed. E. W. Windier, (1912).
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No other county in Texas defeated the Ordinance as resound­
ingly as the three German hill counties of Gillespie, Kendall, 
and Mason. Comal County, representing essentially the vote 
from New Braunfels, favored the Confederate side. This 
apparent paradox is to be attributed to the town's greater 
geographic exposure to and contact with southern Americans 
and their way of life, and to the influence of the Neu 
Braunfelser Zeitung, which in the person of its publisher, 
Lindheimer, had an ardent spokesman for a better understand­
ing between Germans and Americans. Lindheimer often used 
his paper to scold those whom he considered imbued with a 
reverse nativism.93
The ardent advocates of Pan-Germanism found consider­
able support through the German settlers' adamant anti­
slavery stand. This attitude most likely contributed to 
their very presence in Texas rather than in some less iso­
lated state. However, to attribute this attitude to deep 
moral convictions is utter nonsense. The German colonist's 
so-called abolitionist views were motivated principally by 
his tradition as a small, self-sufficient farmer and his 
inability to pay the costs of slavery. His background was - 
that of a typical German peasant, working his small plot 
intensively with only the help of his family. These gen­
erally industrious people were proud of their agricultural
^This information is based on editorial statements 
by F, Lindheimer in the Neu Braunfelser Zeitung. and inter­
views with Mr. Oscar'Haas, New Braunfels, Texas, '\c)6b.
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accomplishments and jealously guarded the prerogative of 
doing their own work. With reference to that pattern of 
hard work, one observer commented that " . . .  the Texas 
Germans of New Braunfels are so industrious that they over­
observed the Fourth Commandment, and not only worked six 
days, but refused to rest on the Sabbath. Such irrever­
ence toward Sunday only aggravated relations between Germans 
and Americans.
The German immigrant arriving in Texas had little if 
any financial resources. Most spent all their earnings on 
the passage to America, and few were in a position to pay 
the high price for a slave. Because he preferred to do his 
own work and because he was financially unable to purchase 
slaves, the German, then, could not compete with an economic 
system which relied on slavery. The German's economic sur­
vival was largely based on his self-sufficiency as a farmer, 
his introduction of certain specialty crops as grapes and 
tobacco, and his ability and willingness to perform ser­
vices of all sorts, especially those of a technical nature. 
The limited competition that ensued between free and slave 
labor added fuel to the conflict between the two population 
elements. Subsequently, when cotton produced by German 
farmers brought higher prices than that of the American 
planter, the latter became more and more suspicious of the 
foreigner. In fact, the American Southerner thought that
^Benjamin, ag. cit. . p. 66, as quoted from an 
article in the Southern Intelligencer. May 27, 1857.
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every gathering of Germans nurtured a plot against his 
cherished institution of slavery. The singing societies 
and Turnvereine were judged to be "secret societies aimed 
at the destruction of American government and institutions."95
The move by the German colonists into the hill coun­
try was geographically speaking a fortunate one in that it 
kept two peoples of such different social and economic 
attitudes apart. It provided the German immigrant with the 
desired isolation and environmental conditions appropriate 
to his small-scale, intensive farming. The Southern planter 
remained outside the hill country, in part because of the 
anticipated clash of economic interests between himself and 
his German counterpart, but also because the area did not 
provide conditions favorable to the expansion of extensive 
cotton production and slavery. The very terrain of the 
hill area and the patchiness of agriculturally suitable 
soils were against large-scale cotton farming. The hills 
also offered ideal refuge for run-away slaves. In addition, 
the area's frontier character made slaves easy prey for 
marauding Indians, and left cotton production a prohibitive 
distance from markets. Furthermore, the slave labor system, 
necessitating strict control, was in no way suited to an 
area where crop-farming increasingly gave way to grazing.
Thus, the German settler with his free labor, while a thorn 
in the side of the American Southerner, was only one of the
9^Ibid., p. 89.
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obstacles facing the westward expansion of institutionalized 
slavery.
A number of statistics concerning the slave popula­
tion may be cited to support the conclusions reached above.
By i860, the German hill counties had a slave population of 
less than four percent. This figure is in contrast to the 
proportions found in the prairie counties such as Guadalupe, 
where slaves amounted to thirty-five percent of the total 
population. Of the German counties, Comal, whose area is 
transitional between the prairie and the hills, had 192, 
the single largest number of slaves. However, all were 
owned by American settlers.9^ Farther west, the number of 
slaves declined drastically. Gillespie County in i860 had 
only thirty-three, or less than two percent of its popula­
tion. In Mason County, the number was eighteen, about three 
percent of the total population. In both Gillespie and 
Mason counties, the slaves were distributed among Anglo- 
American settlers.97 Interestingly, after the Civil War 
the number of Negroes in the German counties increased 
slightly, indicative, perhaps, of the fact that the hill 
area and its populace were preferred by the new freedman. 
During an interview it was pointed out to this writer that 
the Negroes of Gillispie County have always been integrated.
9^Second U.S. Population Census for Texas, and Texas 
Slave Schedules. 1860 (Austin, Texas: Texas Census Records, 
microfilm, Texas State Archives).
97ibid.
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Of course, numerically they never posed any real threat.9̂
In fact, it appears accurate to say that the Negroes of 
Gillespie County almost completely accepted the German 
culture.99
The German colonists brought to Texas by the Verein 
formed a tightly cohesive unit. The strands of common 
language, attitudes, and sentiments tied these people 
together almost to the exclusion of those who were of dif­
ferent nationality and background. In segments of the 
settlement area such as Gillespie County, the ethnic separa­
tion was for all practical purposes absolute. As late as 
the beginning of World War I that portion of the Texas hill 
country lying between New Braunfels and Fredericksburg was 
". . . probably the most thoroughly germanized portion of 
the United States."100 Some of the factors responsible 
for the retention of German traits have now been defined.
Today their effectiveness is being rapidly lost. However, 
the landscape-defining imprint which the German colonists 
left is still noticeable. It is the subject of the next 
section of this study. In summary, it should be reiterated
9^The 19°0 census report for Fredericksburg listed 
only one Negro out of a total population of 1+,629.
^ihe following incident that is still being told on 
the streets of Fredericksburg might support the point: A 
young Negro who had been raised with German youngsters in the 
local orphanage was asked at the beginning of World War I to 
contribute his share toward the purchase of war bonds. To 
his apparently negative answer he added in the best Fredericks- 
burger German: Wir Deutsche muessen zusammenhalten."
100Benjamin, op. cit.. p. 55*
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that the areal distribution of the Verein's settlements was 
in accordance with two basic considerations: the expansion 
westward toward the original grant area and the isolation 
of a value system which in significant ways contrasted with 
that of the Anglo-American.
CHAPTER V
THE CULTURAL - GEOGRAPHICAL EFFECTS 
OF GERMAN SETTLEMENT
In the preceding chapter, the two-dimensional aspects 
of the German settlement area were outlined. This included 
primarily a consideration of the distributional pattern of 
the settlements and the causes responsible for it. Now it 
is necessary to formulate the area's third dimension from 
those specific cultural traits that manifest themselves 
through both time and space. German settlement within the 
hill country reveals itself through a number of diagnostic 
elements which in combination form the German culture-trait 
complex. The areal distribution of the complex may be recog­
nized in terms of an initial and permanent occupance pat­
tern, Altlandschaft. and the formation of a distinct cultural 
landscape. As such it becomes a geographic entity distin­
guishable from surrounding marginal areas where German traits 
fuse with and become subordinate to the effects of another 
culture (Figure 17).
The identification of traditional German habits and 
their consistent recurrence are the basic keys to the 
delimitation of the German culture area. The task of iden­
tifying these keys was in part accomplished through field
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sampling and interviews with the inhabitants. Both mate­
rial and non-material aspects of German settlement served 
as the criteria for regional distinction. ' They included 
principally linguistic, architectural, social, and economic 
elements. Their imprint, while still distinguishable, is 
rapidly diminishing. As a result of the changing demands 
of succeeding eras, the German inhabitant of the hill coun­
try has been unwittingly fitting himself to the American 
cultural milieu. The process of acculturation has been 
going on for many decades, accelerated by such events as 
World Wars I and II. Soon most of the hill country's peo­
ple will be unaware of a past which included the blueprints 
for a new Germany in Texas. Many among the younger genera­
tion, especially those who live in towns such as New 
Braunfels or Fredericksburg, are thoroughly Americanized. 
Nevertheless, there will long remain distinctive practices 
which, though hardly recognized as such, provide a link with 
the unique German culture history. Indeed, certain German 
traits survive through incorporation into the modified cul­
ture; others are largely non-functioning relics. Their 
recognition and plotting is the basis for reconstructing 
the initial impact of the imported German culture.
The Linguistic Element
Throughout an area extending from western Guadalupe 
County toward Mason County, the German language remains a 
live cultural element. It is still spoken in the towns,
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where its use may have a rather startling effect on those 
visiting the area for the first time. Invariably the 
speakers are middle-aged or older individuals. Although 
bilingual, they seem to prefer the use of German. In the 
countryside, the dependence on German is understandably 
stronger. In fact, this writer met several old-timers who 
spoke English only haltingly, having spent their lives on 
isolated farms or ranches. It is primarily among these 
rural folk that the children learn German. This is not due 
to any systematic method of instruction, but is rather the 
result of a farmer's youngsters growing up in a family 
environment that often includes members of a generation 
following the old ways. 1̂ 1
A basic reason for the lasting influence of the German 
language has been the ethnic homogeneity of its speakers.
It is still true that individuals of different national 
origin are only hesitatingly accepted into a German house­
hold. To illustrate, an elderly businessman of New Braun­
fels exclaimed in no uncertain terms that he was opposed to 
his son's marrying outside his ethnic group. He objected 
on the grounds of language and because he considered other 
people less industrious than Germans. However, the number 
of hill country Germans adhering to such a point of view is 
declining rapidly. With the relaxation of ethnocentric
1 01 In conducting his field research, this writer 
found it advantageous to converse in German. It quelled 
immediately any suspicion and provided interesting and 
informative talks.
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attitudes has come greater intermixing. This has inevitably 
produced a closer alignment with American customs at the 
expense of traditional German practices, principally lan­
guage.
Other causes have certainly contributed to the rela­
tive persistence of German in the Texas hill country. The 
fact that most of the colonists came from regions where High 
German is spoken may well have been important. Since High 
German is the official language of education and, of course, 
of the Bible, educated people and readers of the Scriptures 
undoubtedly felt some distinction in its use. Its official 
instruction was furthermore designated by the constitution 
of the New Braunfels school system of 1853* Children 
received training in both German and English between 1853 
and 1917. Beginning with World War I, public opinion forced 
the abolition of German from the school system. Since 
1957, students in New Braunfels are again able to study 
German on an elective basis. Official support for the 
preservation of the original German remains slight.102
While most speak the German language in an astonish­
ingly pure form, some have an unmistakable dialect. That 
group is geographically confined to the Fredericksburg 
area, where a local variance of the predominant High German 
evolved and survived. It is not so much a dialect as it is
102c. V. Smith, New Braunfels. Texas. 185-9-1962: A 
Sociological Study, unpublished master's thesis (San 
Antonio, Texas: Trinity University, 1963)5 p. 56.
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a grammatical alteration of the language. Needless to say, 
it has an unusual sound to one acquainted with proper German. 
Obviously, it is for this reason that the "dialect" has 
been facetiously known as Fredericksburger Quatsch (Fredericks­
burg gibberish). Influential in introducing this speech were 
the early settlers of the Fredericksburg area, a group of 
Catholic vine growers from the Rhineland. ̂*-*3 The success­
ful establishment and survival of Fredericksburger Quatsch 
must be in part attributed to the area's geographic isola­
tion during the early decades of German settlement activity 
in the hill country.
Two specific characteristics of the High German 
spoken in the hill country which distinguish it from that of 
native German must be noted. First, it is a language which 
has remained basically unaltered from that which was intro­
duced by the original settlers. This characteristic is 
particularly noticed in the people's writing though it is 
not as readily apparent in their conversation. Illustra­
tions of the language's archaic form are lengthy sentences 
and variations in spelling such as the use of "th" instead 
of "t."
Secondly, the local High German is distinctive because 
it includes a large number of English words. In conversa­
tions with the people and in reading through German language 
issues of the Neu Braunfelser Zeitung, it became apparent
1 0 1-’Interview with Mr. Guido Ransleben, Kendall 
County historian, Comfort, Texas, 196̂ +.
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that the most commonly used English words were those sym­
bolic of rural life in Texas. Typical examples are: 
farmer, fence, rope, cattle, stage, ranger, acre, lot, 
meeting, county, creek, and norther. The German equivalents 
for these words are often not known. It is also common 
practice to add to the past tense of certain English verbs 
as smoke or build, the German prefix "ge." This has 
resulted in such hybrid words as gesmoked and gebuilt. Of 
course, the borrowing of English words was not exclusive 
with the German, since numerous German words have become 
part of the local English speech. E. B. Atwood recognizes 
that such words as Oma and Opa (grandma and grandpa),
Plunder (trash), Silze (pressed pork), Smearkaese and 
Kochkaese (types of homemade curd cheese), and Clucker 
(setting hen) are commonly used throughout central Texas 
where German settlement was important though not exclu­
sive.^1"
The eventual demise of the German language in the 
hill country of Texas appears certain. In 1961, the Neu 
Braunfelser Zeitung, which serves the area, ceased publica­
tion as a German-language paper. It was then the oldest 
surviving German language paper in Texas where as many as 
twenty-nine were being published in 1907.^^ The continuous
^^Bagby E. Atwood, The Regional Vocabulary of Texas 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1 962), pp. 93~9̂ +»
1 OByH. T. Etzler, "German-American Newspapers in Texas," 
The Southwestern Historical Quarterly. LVII (1953-5*+): *+28.
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publication of the Neu Braunfelser Zeitung since 18^2 makes 
it an ideal source for portrayals of early life and liveli­
hood in the settlement area. Cultural assimilation and two 
world wars did much to bring an end to the German newspapers. 
The declining influence of the language is also apparent in 
the number of church services conducted in German. In New 
Braunfels, this practice has ceased altogether, while in 
Fredericksburg one service in German a month is still being 
offered. There are some rural churches where German can 
still be heard each Sunday, but they are few. Linguistically, 
the hill country Germans are more and more removed from the 
time, a little over a century ago, when it was necessary to 
print the laws of Texas and the military commands of the 
Confederate Army in German.
Although spoken German will pass from the hill coun­
try, geographic evidence of the language will remain in 
several distinct forms. Of these, names of people and 
places are perhaps most revealing. Proof of their presence 
is readily apparent from mail boxes, telephone directories, 
gravestones, and directional markers. An example of such a 
marker is shown in Figure 18. These signs, besides being 
a welcome aid in locating widely scattered ranches and farms, 
provide a key to the population's ethnic contrasts. Such is 
the case in studying the names and inscriptions on grave­
stones (Figures 19 and 20). German words and phrases are 
frequently found on headstones dating from the last decades 
of the nineteenth century and the beginning years of this
11 2
Figure 18
Direction and distance marker displaying the German influ­
ence in the Texas hill country. This marker stands in 





Graves in the village cemetery of Honey Creek in Comal 
County. Honey Creek is a Catholic community and consists, 
as is typical for the area, of a number of widely scattered 
ranches. The residents of Honey Creek are almost all 
descendants of German settlers.
Figure 20
A portion of the Catholic graveyard in Fredericksburg.
Note the concrete or stone grave enclosures and the inscrip­
tions in German on the headstones.
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century. This practice began to decline during the twenties 
and thirties and today has virtually disappeared. However, 
the traditional German trait of surrounding a grave with a 
concrete or stone enclosure remains popular, as is often the 
careful raking of the gravel or sand around each grave. In 
contrast to an American cemetery, a well-kept grass cover 
is absent.
Many settlements of the hill country such as New 
Braunfels, Fredericksburg, Boerne, Anhalt, Bergheim, and 
Castell reflect in their names the German influence. In 
general, however, place names are not a reliable indicator 
of the effect of German settlement. Indeed, it is sur­
prising to find a large number of settlements with Anglo- 
Saxon names. Some examples are Comfort, Sisterdale,
Smithon’s Valley, Loyal Valley, and Cherry Springs (Figure 
16). It is quite probably that the reasons for the English 
place names within a predominantly German settlement area 
were that Americans initially occupied and named the site 
or that the German founders thought English names were 
better suited to Texas and would reflect their allegiance 
to the new land.
In addition to place names, signs and markers of var­
ious kinds reveal the German effect. This may include street 
signs, memorials, or signs indicating the meeting places of 
particular organizations (Figures 21 and 22). In this cate­
gory are especially the Schuetzen and Gesangvereine. During 
1965? road markers were used around New Braunfels which
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Figure 21
This memorial in Comfort serves as a reminder of the German 
settler's position during the Civil War. It was erected in 
honor of the Germans from Gillespie and Kendall counties 
who were killed in their attempt to flee into Mexico to 
avoid conscription into the Confederate forces.
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advertise the unique attraction of the city with the aid of 
a self-explanatory illustration (Figure 2L0 . Although the 
leather-trousered Bavarian depicted on these signs is hardly 
representative of those immigrants who settled New Braun­
fels, nevertheless, he serves ideally the immediate objec­
tives of the local chamber of commerce.
The Socio-economic Element
The landscape-defining imprints which resulted from 
the effects of social and economic traits have been largely 
erased. However, in forming a cultural-historical perspec­
tive, particular examples of these traits must be recalled.
A case in point was the general indifference of many of the 
German settlers toward religion. Instead of living accord­
ing to the principle of "to fear God," they displayed in 
their homes a sign reading: "Tue recht und fuerchte niemanden. 
dann kannst du j edem Marine strack ins Auge sehen. und ihn 
zur Hoelle schicken"̂  (do right and fear no one, then you 
can look every man straight in the eye and send him to hell). 
Their practice of working on Sunday or engaging a profes­
sional speaker for occasions that required a minister of the 
gospel were traits that clashed with those of the Americans. 
One American who had bought several thousand acres of land . 
in the vicinity of the German settlement of Boerne was hor­
rified by ". . . the insinuating 'free thought' of the
106prom an interview with Mr. Oscar Haas, New Braun­
fels, Texas, July, ^ ^ 6 h .
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Germans, which laughs at God’s laws and makes His Sabbath 
a day of merriment1 Of course, many of the citizens of 
Boerne were true Forty-eighters and therefore freethinkers. 
However, a report from Comfort indicates that the attitude 
of religious antipathy was widely entrenched. Accordingly, 
the citizens of Comfort were faced with the necessity of 
building a church not to serve the local German inhabitants, 
but rather the growing number of Americans who visited the 
settlement and who did not feel at home without one.''0® This 
irreligious behavior was apparently not a major social force 
in either New Braunfels or Fredericksburg. Protestant and 
Catholic churches were formed quite early in both towns.
The old Catholic church of Fredericksburg (Figure 26) retains 
in its Gothic cupola an Old World influence, one that is 
also revealed in the continuing practice of ringing the 
church bells to signal the end of a week's work.
Just as his religious attitude was contrary to that 
of the American, so was the German settler's involvement 
with particular organizations and his legendary delight 
for celebrations. To the practical-minded American, the 
attention to such activity appeared frivolous and wasted.
''^Andrew F. Muir, "No Sabbath in West Texas: Mis­
sionary Appeals from Boerne, 1867-1868," West Texas Histori­
cal Association Yearbook. XXXI (1955)} 116, as quoted from 
letters by Henry W. Chipman in American Church Missionary 
Register. IV and V (186y—1868).
^^F. H. Lohmann, Comfort; Festschrift zur Fuenf- 
zig jaehrigen Jubelfeier der Ansiedlung (Comfort, Texas:T90R), p . V i .
1 21
Frontier life was indeed not blessed with leisure time, but 
"after working hard for weeks from sun-up to sun-down, the 
Germans enjoyed their get-togethers in somewhat the same 
manner only from sun-down to sun-up.1,1 °9 As early as l81+9, 
the citizens of New Braunfels formed a traditional target- 
shooting society of Schuetzenverein. At that time it was 
only the second such organization in the United States.110 
The annual festivity of choosing the Schuetzenkoenig or King 
Shot remains a popular occasion that draws members of other 
target-shooting clubs and just plain tourists to New Braun­
fels. A unique feature of German target shooting is the 
gunrest (Figure 23), a stair-step notched board that matches 
the height of each marksman, allowing him to rest his rifle 
while aiming it. To serve the more esthetic side of the 
colonists, a great number of singing societies came into 
being. The German's proverbial love for song and his 
inherent musical sentiment were not to be suppressed in 
Texas. The Germania Gesangverein of New Braunfels, created 
in 1850, was but the first of many, which although less 
numerous today continue to meet annually in a Saengerfest 
to select the champion group. A comment in the Neu Braun- 
felser Zeitung on the occasion of the Third Saengerfest in
109prom an interview with Mr. Oscar Hass, New 
Braunfels, Texas, July I961-!-.
1 1 0 The oldest target-shooting club organized by 
Germans in the United States according to Deutsch- 
Amerikanisch.es Conversations Lexicon. Vol. X (1873) > is 




Sign indicating the location of the New Braunfels target 
shooting club. The New Braunfels Schuetzenverein was only 
the second such organization founded by German settlers in 
America.
Figure 23
Gun rest at the New Braunfels target sho-crting club. The 
notched board is positioned to fit the height of each marks­




1855? is indicative of the prevailing national differences:
',rphe Americans should learn from the Germans how to celebrate
happy festivals . . .  at ours, religious, political or
111moralistic humbug does not occur . . . ." The increas­
ing inability of the younger generation to read or speak 
German and their greater attention to such diversions as 
movies and television have sharply reduced the number of 
singing clubs. However, in 1 96li-, there were still three 
singing societies in both New Braunfels and Fredericksburg 
and a few other groups in smaller settlements.112
Just as common as the singing societies were card 
clubs, agricultural organizations, and athletic societies.
The Turnverein or gymnastic group was traditionally formed 
of Forty-eighters and therefore might have confirmed the 
American's fear that the societies of the German colonists 
were the breeding places of anti-Southern f e e l i n g .  ^ 3  In 
reality, they were basically an expression of the German's 
traditional gregariousness and his love for Gemuetlichkeit. 
This trait is still noticeable today in the gathering of 
young and old at the Saturday evening dance. As long as the
 ̂̂ Neu Braunfelser Zeitung, June 1 , 1855•
11 interview with Mr. Oscar Haas, New Braunfels,
Texas, July 1965.
11 3Zucker in The Forty-Eighters. points out that 
when trying to identify the Forty-eighter from the rest of 
the settlers, a check of profession will offer a clue. Thus, 
"if the profession is listed as Turner there is no doubt, as 
the members of the gymnastic societies had been ardent sup­
porters of the Revolution." p. b 6 .
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Figure 2b
These road signs made their appearance around New Braunfels 
in 1965. It is an obvious attempt to attract tourists to 
New Braunfels and its German customs.
Figure 25
Outdoor beergarden and dance floor in New Braunfels. The 
Saturday evening gathering of young and old in these outdoor 
gardens is very much a characteristic throughout the German 
counties of the Texas hill country.
1 26
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weather permits, these dances are held out-of-doors (Figure 
25), and even today waltzes and polkas remain quite popular. 
Although beer is the ubiquitous beverage, the drink rarely 
leads to rowdiness, a fact which is apparently distinctive 
'enough to be recognized by the local citizens as a distin­
guishing "trait between Americans and Germans. It is said, 
"when the Americans drink beer they get mean and provoke 
fights, while the Germans get happier." Although such com­
ments may be based purely on hearsay rather than actual 
experience, there remains sufficient truth in at least a 
part of the old adage that "the German is conservative in 
his drinking, but radical in his personal liberty views."11^ 
The second part of the saying was more applicable to the 
early colonists. Indeed, the continuation of all his cher­
ished social peculiarities in the midst of a new and strange 
environment seems to reflect the immigrant's desire for 
independent action. The traditional experience although 
modified reveals itself in his social, economic, and mate­
rial expressions.
In his economic pursuits, the German colonist was 
associated with abolitionism and free labor, subjects which 
have already been mentioned (see pp. 58 and 75)• Although 
a majority of the German immigrants came and settled as 
farmers, the differences in occupations between Germans and 
Americans prove to be noteworthy (Table V).
11^Don H. Biggers, The German Pioneers in Texas 
(Fredericksburg, Texas: Press of the Fredericksburg Pub­




OCCUPATIONS OF ANGLO-AMERICAN AND GERMAN SETTLERS IN 








Farmers 569 55 525 39
Ranchers 102 10 31 2
Laborers 11 7 1 1 363 28
Artisans 11*+ 1 1 303 23
Merchants 29 3 29 2
Teachers )+8 5 33 2k
Officials 33 3 30 2
Teamsters 1*+ 1 18 1
Hotel Operators 2 -- 3 --
Gymnasts - — 5 —  —
1,028 100 1 ,3^0 100
The most striking contrast is in the numbers of
laborers and artisans. While many of the Germans who were 
reported as laborers were probably farmers who had not yet 
found or were financially unable to obtain a homestead, 
the category of artisans does reflect a real contrast.
This figure also confirms a previously made point that a 
large number of the German immigrants were indeed craftsmen. 
The presence of the German artisan and laborer was a deciding 
factor in making New Braunfels by the 1860's, Texas' first 
manufacturing townJ1  ̂ From its shops came the area's
^Second U.S. Population Census for Texas. 1860 
(Austin, Texas: Texas Census Records, microfilm, Texas State 
Archives).
1 1 ̂ Benjamin, ojo. cit. . p. 70.
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wagons and carriages. By 1858, a cotton mill making coarse 
fabrics and deriving its power from the Comal River was 
established.11'7 The Census of i860 indicates New Braunfels 
possessed seven flour mills, three sawmills, two brick 
kilns, two breweries, one sash and blind factory, and one 
soap factory. This concentration of industry, in addition 
to the town's function as service and market center for 
both the prairie and the hill country, made for accelerated 
growth. According to Biesele, by 1850, New Braunfels was 
ranked as Texas' fourth largest city. Today approximately 
seventy-nine percent of Comal County's inhabitants live and 
work in New Braunfels, making it the most urbanized county 
of the German settlement area.11®
The social and economic attractions of the city com­
bined with improvements in communication and transportation 
are primarily responsible for the transformation which is 
occurring in the rural areas. The one-time intensive farm­
ing by the German settler has been largely replaced by a 
rather extensive grazing economy. Sheep and mohair goats 
browse today where in the past wheat, cotton, potatoes, 
tobacco, and, in fact, sugar cane were raised. An early 
influence, affecting a change in land use may have been the 
increase in cattle drives to northern markets. The German 
settlement area was situated on the northern margin of the
117Ibid., p. 69.
1 i 8Bureau of the Census, Characteristics of Popula­
tion, p. 25.
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Nueces Plains, recognized by Webb as the source region of 
the famed Texas Longhorns.119 At the beginning of the cat­
tle drives in the 1850's, trails skirted the settlement 
area. The Chisholm Trail, perhaps the most famous of all 
cattle trails, passed through Guadalupe County. By the 
late 1870's, this trail had to be shifted westward as 
farmers increasingly settled the land and began fencing it.
In its new location, the trail passed through Kendal, Kerr,
Kimble, and Menard Counties or directly through the German 
area on its way toward the Red River crossing.120 gy add­
ing to a herd from his own livestock, the isolated hill
farmer could realize the potential of his location near the
trail. This may have provided an initial stimulus for 
change in land use practices. By 1869, the farmers of 
Gillespie County were able to send a herd across the Chis­
holm Trail toward Wyoming. The following'year, Blanco, 
Burnet, Comal, Gillespie, Hays, Kendall, and Llano Counties 
combined to form a drive for a northern market.”'21 'jhe 
Chisholm Trail continued to function until 1890. Although 
some of the herds that passed over its lanes came from the 
German settlement area, the majority, nevertheless, origin­
ated in the surrounding and predominantly Anglo-American 
counties such as Hays, Llano, Burnet, Guadalupe, Medina,
"'^Webb, op. cit; , p. 209.
^20t, y . Taylor, The Chisholm Trail and Other Routes 
(San Antonio: The Naylor Co., 1936), p. 93*
1 21 Ibid. . p. 107.
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Uvalde, and Bandera.122 The distributional pattern of the 
origin of cattle drives reveals the difference in land use 
that prevailed and continued to prevail within the German 
hill counties.
Inasmuch as the change from crop farming to ranching 
may have been affected by the cattle drives, it was lit­
erally dictated as improved transportation came to the hill 
country. After the Civil War, New Braunfels was tied into 
the major rail-links with the North, South and East.l2^
The dilemma of the German farmer was crucial. He now had 
to compete with more favorable areas of crop production, 
while at the same time being faced with the disadvantages 
of his own area such as rough terrain, limited and often 
poor soils, drought and floods, few roads and great dis­
tances. Relying on the possibilities of that area, the 
settler began to practice ranching. Previously cultivated 
areas were increasingly left untended. As a result, a van­
guard of vegetational types began to cover the old fields. 
Among the invading species, the mesquite bush or tree 
(Proso-pis .iuliflora) became by far the most prominent. Its 
presence often In the form of actual mesquite brakes is a 
direct indication of the changes that have been occurring in
122Ibid., pp. 93-135.
12^The coming of the railroad had a great effect on 
architectural practices within the hill country. It brought 
to the area the sawed pine lumber of Eastern Texas, thereby 
setting the stage for the increased construction of frame 
buildings at the expense of the traditional log and stone 
structures.
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the area's rural land use. There was a distinct trend 
toward greater emphasis on livestock. However, the grazing 
conditions of the hill country are not ideal. The rocky 
nature of the hilly terrain coupled with the area's subhumid 
conditions and its low water table account for a rather 
sparse and intermittent grass cover. The scrub oaks and 
cedars which are characteristic of the vegetation certainly 
do not improve the range, nor does the ubiquitous prickly 
pear cactus which has been facetiously labeled as "Texas 
alfalfa." Mohair goats which developed as the mainstay of 
the ranching economy within the German hill counties do 
reflect in part an adjustment to locally prevailing range 
conditions. These animals are far less demanding than cat­
tle. They obtain a considerable amount of their forage by 
browsing on the stunted trees and bushes. It is not unusual 
to find a goat actually having climbed into a tree to get 
to a particular branch of leaves. The mesquite bushes^are 
especially in demand since their fruits of bean-like pods 
have a high sugar content. Not only are the goats satisfied 
with relatively poor pasture, they also.require less graz­
ing area than cattle. This suggests an additional factor 
accounting for the animal's prevalence in the hill country. 
The farms were simply not large enough to provide for graz­
ing cattle. Furthermore, the attention and care which the 
goats need, especially during shearing time, makes them 
logical adjuncts to the German hill farms whose owners are 
recognized for their industry and thoroughness.
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The changes in agricultural land use and the higher 
costs of agricultural competition have forced many rural 
inhabitants to relinquish their land. This action was often 
triggered by the creation of spreading reservoirs and the 
sale of land for recreational purposes. The vestiges of 
an earlier agriculture are no longer readily apparent to the 
general observer. In fact, they are frequently recognized 
only in a very indirect manner as Table VI shows. A much 
larger number of the farms in the so-called German counties 
in contrast to the fringe area are owner-operated. This 
strongly reflects such well known traits of the German 
farmer as industriousness, thrift, and independence. The 
descendants of the first settlers are today still character­
ized as "hard workers who pay their taxes and debts on 
time."
TABLE VI
PERCENTAGE OF TENANCY IN THE GERMAN 
SETTLEMENT AREA--19591 2 h

















Average 9 Average 1 5£
'‘-U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Agricul­
ture : 1959. Vol. I, Counties, Part 37 Texas. (Washington,
D. C. : U.S. Government Printing Office, 1961 ;, pp. 21*4— 233*
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The German farmer who claimed a new life in the Texas 
hill country had to learn that some of his farming methods 
were not ideally suited for the new environment. This 
applied particularly to his familiarity with and dependence 
on such crops as rye and potatoes. The fact that Roemer 
reported as early as 1 8U6 that corn is the most important 
food staple around New Braunfels”' ̂ 5 would seem to indicate 
that the German farmer readily changed to this new subsis­
tence crop. The following statistics reveal the compara­
tive importance of corn, wheat, and rye in Comal and 
Gillespie counties. However, the singular importance of
TABLE VII







706 bu. 37,575 bu. 
1 5,2Li-0 bu.
corn in the German counties did not last. Between 18^0 and 
1860, wheat and rye production multiplied several times 
while corn declined substantially. In Gillespie County, for 
example, wheat production increased from 80 bu. in 1850, to 
18,136 bu. in i860. Over the same period corn production
1 yRoemer, Texas, p. 7.
1 ? 6 U.S. Agricultural Census for 1870, Texas. Vol. I 
(Austin, Texas: Texas State Archives).
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declined from 15,210 bu. to 10,237 bu.127 This change in 
emphasis on grain crops appears to have been unique for 
the German counties and reflects a number of reasons. For 
instance, the German farmer had little experience in the 
raising of corn, often making the serious mistake of plant­
ing it too thick. The dryness of the hill country was a 
further serious handicap to corn production. Lastly, there 
was the preference by the German farmer for wheat or rye 
bread over the cornbread of the southern American.
The German’s eating habits proved to be quite a dis­
tinguishing trait, if for no other reason than his adherence 
to four or five regular meals a day. The American was prob­
ably as amazed by the practice of eating a second breakfast 
as the German was by the American's consumption of coffee.
An observer of early Comfort relates the following:
Throughout the harvest season and according to the 
custom of the day, people ate five times. During 
forenoon they would eat bread, butter and cheese or 
smoked ham usually with a glass of Schnaps or 
Texas wine. For the afternoon meal, cake and coffee 
were commonly s e r v e d . 128
The culinary effects of German settlement which are most 
apparent today are smoked sausages and the German cooking 
advertised by restaurants in New Braunfels and Fredericksburg. 
Either one is often more Texan than German. A local contri­
bution is that the sausages are made with venison in addition
125u.S. Agricultural Census for i860, Texas, Vol. I 
(Austin, Texas: Texas State Archives).
12̂ Lohman, op. cit.. p. 31.
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to the usual pork and beef. Their preparation by rural and 
town families still remains a common winter activity when 
the traditional butchering of farm animals coincides with 
the hunting season. Especially in Fredericksburg this 
practice is continuing within the individual family. A 
small log or rock smoke house separated from the main house 
symbolizes the role of sausage making in the total subsis­
tence of the family unit. In contrast to Fredericksburg 
and smaller settlements, the making of sausages in New 
Braunfels is conducted on a larger and more commercial 
scale, culminating in the Wurstfest held each November.
The Germans' individual approach to agriculture could 
be recognized from the initial phase of clearing the land.
In contrast to the American, who commonly employed the 
"slash and burn" method, the German was more deliberate, 
cutting all the trees and brush which were then piled and 
burned. Neither, however, initially paid much attention 
to the removal of stumps. In cultivating the land, the 
immigrants apparently relied on those implements which they 
had brought with them. This included a German plow slightly 
heavier than the one used by Americans. The German plow 
consisted of two parts, the carriage and the plow, and was 
drawn by two to three teams of oxen. From all indications, 
it was common practice to use the customary local American 
yoke.
The German farmer of the hill country conducted his 
agriculture in an intensive fashion. He grew a variety of
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staples that Included corn, wheat, rye, oats, barley, sugar 
cane, tobacco, cotton, sweet and white potatoes, plus 
fruit and a great number of vegetables. During the early 
years, livestock played a supporting role In the farm's 
operation rather than an exclusive one. The German colonist 
was noted for performing his own work with such careful 
attention that his lands increased to twice the value of 
those of the American planter. For example, land specu­
lators occasionally gave land gratis to newly arrived German 
settlers in the hope that it would raise the value of the 
adjoining area. The publisher of the Neu Braunfelser 
Zeitung commented on the phenomenal rise in land values in 
the German settlement stating that "in one decade the land 
value increased nine times, while for Texas as a whole it 
amounted to only four times . . . ."129 jje attributed this 
great prosperity to the increasing diversity in crop produc­
tion which "has helped bridge the danger that an overemphasis 
upon maize used to provide."130 Table VIII reveals the 
amazing difference that prevailed in the size and value of 
farmland owned by German and American settlers in Comal, 
Gillespie, and Guadalupe counties. For the three counties 
combined, the average value per acre was $5*05 for the 
German farms, and $2.78 for the American farms. Just as 
remarkable is the contrast in the size of the farms, reveal­
ing theGerman as a relatively small landowner.
129f. Lindheimer, reporting in the Neu Braunfelser 
Zeitung, November 16, 1o60, p. 2.
130Ibid.
TABLE VIII
TOTAL LAND AND ITS VALUE FOR AMERICAN AND GERMAN FARMS IN 





























50 1 ,085 $2,117 $1 .97




9,999 $ 26,635 
(59 units)















7,360 $ 10,950 
(5 units)




















5,308 $ 21,000 
(5 units)





6,152 $ 53,625 
(50 units)
25.6 1 23 $1,072 $8.71
Source: Seventh U.S. Census of Agriculture, 18 50, Texas, Vol. 1
(Austin, Texas: Texas State Archives).
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Figure 26
The old Catholic church in Fredericksburg. It was entirely 
built of local limestone. The roof was covered with cypress 
shingles. In its steeple, the church resembles the cathe­
drals of Speyer and Worms, two of the truly great examples 
of Old World church architecture located in the Rhineland.
Figure 27
Single log cabin in Fredericksburg. The oak logs are hand 
hewn and fitted with dove-tail corner notches. Mortar was 
used for chinking. The rock lean-to and the porch were 
added to the house. Note window shutters and picket fence. 






The German settler's intensive land use is best 
exemplified in his approach to the production of cotton and 
his preoccupation with a vegetable garden. Contrary to the 
normal procedure, he raised cotton on small fields, one 
acre or less in size. Harvesting was a personal task and 
was done with great care, yielding one to two cents a 
pound more than the cotton picked with slave labor. It 
should be noted, however, that this so-called free cotton, 
while of superior quality, was never important quantita­
tively. The immigrant's attention to gardening was both 
a traditional as well as in his opinion a necessary activ­
ity, providing for greater freedom of subsistence. The 
fact that his attention to gardening is often equally 
devoted to vegetables and flowers might also indicate that 
the house garden was as much an avocation as it was a basic 
necessity. The American distinguished himself by showing 
little inclination for the culture of vegetables and 
flowers. Prince Solms recognized this by declaring that 
"the American is usually too lazy to prepare a garden.
Rather than go to such trouble he prefers to live on salted 
meat, bacon, corn, and coffee."131 The bias of Solms was 
mentioned before, but the concern with horticulture became 
an unmistakeable German trait in the hill country. Frequent 
notices in the Neu Braunfelser Zeitung about the receipt of 
vegetable seeds from Germany attest to the interest that
Solms, o£. cit., p. 25.
the German settler applied to his gardening. This inter­
est is further reflected in his attempts at grape produc­
tion for which the growers imported vine cuttings from 
Germany. These, however, did not prove readily adaptable 
and best results were obtained from improving local wild 
grapes. Initial efforts with wine-making were unsuccess­
ful because the native grapes were too sour. Unless sugar 
was easily available, the grape juice could often only be 
used to make vinegar. The early grape presses were 
crudely fashioned devices, consisting of a good-sized log 
that had been partially carved out from one side. Two 
holes were bored through the bottom of the hollowed-out 
portion. To these were attached small punctured tin plates. 
After the grapes had been squashed, they were placed into 
the log and weighted down, with the juice running into 
containers underneath the log. Fredericksburg became the 
center of .the German wine-making activity, a distinction 
which strangely enough is not revealed by early agricul­
tural census figures for the area. This oversight seems 
to indicate that grape growing and wine making were purely 
private and small scale activities with no direct commercial 
benefits. Locally produced grape and blackberry wines are 
still a trait of Gillespie County, although economically 
the county is better known today for its peach orchards and 
mohair goats.
There is little question that the agrarian ways of 
the German settler contrasted greatly to those of the Anglo-
1^3
American. The German was at heart a farmer rather than a 
planter or rancher. The fact that Texas’ first county fair 
was held in Fredericksburg in i881 is at least in part 
indicative of the German farmer's intensive, diverse, and 
conscientious approach to agriculture.
Architectural Element
The timbered areas of Eastern Texas offered a suit­
able base for the expansion of southern log construction.
The single and double log cabins were the marks of the 
American settler. Although built with little attention to 
comfort, the Southerner's log structures offered some ideal 
solutions to nature and the frontier conditions of Texas.
As long as corner timbering was held to the V or saddle 
notches, which apparently were the preferred types among 
Southern Americans, a cabin was easily and quickly erected. 
The crudely chinked spaces between the logs allowed air 
circulation, and the addition of front and back porches 
provided shade for the interior of the cabin as well as 
open-air accommodations--a function which the dog-trot of 
the double pen ideally performed during the hot and humid 
Texas summers.
The German colonist was given sufficient opportunity 
to acquaint himself with the local building practices.
One important source of information was in the number of 
guide books written for the immigrant, offering advice 
about livelihood in Texas, including how to build that first
1^f
log cabin. The following is an excerpt from such a guide­
book:
Cedar and oak are best for a log house. The logs are 
cut 12 to 18 feet long, according to the dimensions 
of the room . . . .  The logs are hewn on the two 
sides which come in contact when they are placed one 
above the other . . . .  The bottom logs are laid 
on blocks . . . .  This arrangement keeps the lower 
logs off the ground, protects them against dampness, 
and at the same time keeps ants out of the house . .
. . After the logs have reached the requisite height, 
openings for doors and windows are sawed out . . . .  
Porches or verandas, an elongation of the roof on 
one or both sides of the house, resting on crude or 
carefully worked columns, form a part of nearly every 
cabin . . . .  Wherever three rooms are built side by 
side, as is usually the case, the middle room is gen­
erally open on two sides, thus forming a passage- 
room between the porches on the one hand, and the 
living room on the other.132
Upon his arrival in the new country, the immigrant had to 
recognize that his traditional building types were poorly 
suited to an area where a house serves less to protect 
against the cold of winter as against the heat of a long 
summer. This realization together with frontier expediency 
were strong influences, causing the German immigrant to 
borrow extensively both the methods of construction and 
the types of buildings from his American counterpart. The 
initial adoption of local building practices was later 
altered by a return to traditional German methods of con­
struction. The substitution of an American building phase 
for a German one is an indication that the German colonist 
was preserving some of his own culture traits. Outstanding 
among the elements of this second building phase is an
132Bracht, op. cit., pp. 133-135*
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inherent feature of permanence. In contrast to the simple 
and ephemeral log structures of the American frontiersmen, 
the German built in a manner that was indicative of his 
purpose as a settler to remain in one place. At no time 
did he completely transfer the German house type [Franconian 
House] to his new habitat. Instead, he patterned his 
dwellings after those built by the Americans and utilized 
at the same time materials and methods of construction that 
related to his German background. The result was a blending 
of the effects of both cultures, diagnostically revealed 
in the half-timber and rock houses of the Texas hill country. 
In adopting the American's house form, the German settler 
did not acquire a material trait totally foreign to him.
The dog-trot or double-pen houses of the American settlers 
were partitioned in a similar manner as the Franconian 
House--two rooms on either side of a central hallway. Thus, 
with the exception of functional differences, the particular 
three room arrangement of this American house was a famil­
iar and acceptable plan to the German colonists.
The evidence of an American building phase that pre­
vailed within the German settlement area is preserved both 
in descriptive accounts and relic forms that have withstood 
the forces of nature and cultural change. An article from 
the Neu Braunfelser Zeitung serves as an illustration of 
the initial phase.
When New Braunfels was founded, the log house was the 
predominant form of architectural"expression. The 
roof was usually covered with sedge grass from the
1*+6
river's edge or with cypress shingles. The many 
openings between the logs bothered the early settlers , . 
very little . . . .  The bare ground served most fre­
quently as floor. Toward one end of the cabin was 
the large fireplace, the chimney of which had been 
constructed of twigs and loam.133
Although a large number of very early log houses were 
observed in the field, none had chimneys made of wattle and 
daub. Instead, they were invariably made of rock. As such 
they may have replaced the original chimneys, however, 
there is good reason to assume that the Germans built only 
rock chimneys because of their greater familiarity with 
masonry work than with the local custom of the wattle and 
daub chimney. It should be noted that on many of these 
early log houses chimneys were not present. They do, how­
ever, become an integral functional part of the lean-to 
which, housing the kitchen, was later added to the original 
structures. These lean-tos were constructed exclusively 
of stone (Figure 27, et ad..), representing a change from 
pure log work. The lean-to was preceded by a log kitchen 
usually located a short distance from the main house. Among 
the German settlers, this practice appears to have been an 
exception rather than the rule. The German's use of stone 
in construction, greatly limiting the fire hazard, proved 
to be an important factor leading to the early integration 
of kitchen and house.
The centrally located chimney so characteristic of
133"Ed Steves, Deutscher Pionier des Baumaterial- 
handels in Suedwest Texas und Seine Familie," Neu Braun- 
felser Zeitung. December 1936, p. 9*
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German houses was never observed in Texas. This applies to 
the early primitive houses as well as those representative 
of the German building phase. Such a chimney served as a 
heating unit as well as providing a draft. Its construction 
in Texas would have been superfluous and nothing more than 
a waste in space.
The remaining structural relics of initial German 
settlement reveal that construction differed little from 
that of the American. Houses consisted of single or double­
log cabins (Figures 12 and 28). Post oak and cedar posts 
provided the common building material. The stunted growth 
of these trees greatly influenced the size of the logs that 
could be cut, thereby having a definite effect on the 
dimension of the cabin. Little effort was expended in pre­
paring logs for construction. It was common practice to 
roughly square two sides of each log and fit it with saddle 
notches. Since draft animals were often not available, 
logs had to be moved by the builder, a task which further 
contributed to the small size of the houses. The open 
spaces between the logs were chinked with a mixture of clay 
and grass and small rocks. Once finished, a single cabin 
measured approximately ten by twelve feet with an eight 
foot height. Porches and puncheon floors were added at a 
later date.
Several log houses were found which, at least in 
their construction, diverge considerably from those pre­
viously described. Their careful and more substantial
1^8
construction actually places them within the second building 
phase. As figures 27 and 29 illustrate, these houses are 
built of heavy logs which though hand hewn were perfectly 
squared. The dove-tailed corners are indicative of the 
builder's skill and patience. On their walls remain the 
evidence of plastering and whitewashing (Figure 30), an 
unmistakable German influence. Subsequent rock additions 
to these log structures are further proof that these houses 
were built with the objective of providing shelter for a 
long time. Although basically of the American type, these 
log houses symbolize the permanence inherent in the build­
ing practices of the German settler.
The traditional feeling for excellence in construc­
tion and the availability of skilled craftsmen from among 
the immigrants contributed to the replacement of the 
primitive frontier dwellings with substantial structures.
The change from the American to the German building phase 
is well illustrated in Figure 31• The rectangular story- 
and-a-half rock house was built immediately adjacent to the 
original settlement cabin. The preservation of the log 
cabin was assured when it continued to function as a kitchen 
for a number of years after the rock house had been built. 
Entrance to the upper half story of the new house was gained 
by an outside stairway. The permanent buildings began to 
appear quite early. Roemer, during his visit to New Braun­
fels in 18R6, reported that there were some houses made "of
1 *+9
Figure 28
Double pen on the Faust place near Gruene in Comal County. 
Cedar logs approximately twelve feet in length were used 
in its construction. The enclosure of the dog-trot 
occurred at a later date as the wall of vertical pine 
boards indicates. The double pen served the first settler 
as home until the construction of a rock house nearby.
Figure 29
German phase log cabin (Preusser place) near Smithon's 
Valley in Comal County. The elements to be noted are size 





Close-up of the method of construction used on the Preusser 
place. The post oak logs are hand hewn, and notched in 
degenerate dove-tail fashion. Mortar was used to chink open 
spaces between the timbers. The front wall of the cabin 
was plastered and white-washed.
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studding framework filled with b r i c k s 135 besides the usual 
log and picket huts. This represents one of the first 
indications that the German settlers were continuing the 
age-old practice of half-timbering or Fachwerk. Examples 
of houses that were built by the Fachwerk method are still ■" 
numerous between New Braunfels and Fredericksburg (Figures 
33-38). Their recognition, however, is often made difficult 
because many received clapboard or frame siding as pine 
lumber from eastern Texas became available. Others hide 
their conspicuous framework of oak studs and the rock and 
mortar nogging under coats of plaster and whitewash which 
were applied both inside and outside the house. At times 
the plaster and whitewash covering is only applied to the 
nogging, leaving the framework exposed. Although the 
practice of half-timbering and whitewashing reflects German 
influence, the Fachwerk house of the Texas hill country 
resembles its German ancestor only in the methods of con­
struction that were employed. One might say that the 
Franconian house was adjusted to Texas conditions. It is 
a relatively diminutive structure, usually one-story or one- 
and-a-half stories high. The ground plans of these homes 
show distinct alignment with the earlier Anglo-American 
types, consisting either of a square, single room or a rec­
tangular outline, divided into two rooms and a hallway.
Attached to the rear side of the house is the familiar lean-to,
1 35]qoemer? Texas. p. 93*
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Figure 31
Log cabin and rock house at Cherry Springs in Gillespie 
County. The illustration exemplifies very well the transi­
tion from the American to the German building phase. After 
construction of the new house in 186Le, the log cabin con­
tinued to serve as kitchen. Notice the large stone chimney. 
An outside stairway leading to the upper half story of the 
rock house was located between the two buildings.
Figure 32
Restored half-timber house with rock lean-to in Fredericks­
burg. It illustrates the component parts of the small 





The restored Walter house in Fredericksburg. It was built 
in 183-8, and serves as a fine example of the German builders 
technique of half-timbering. Large limestone blocks were 
used as nogging. Note the pitch of the main roof.
Figure 31+
One room half-timber house in New Braunfels, showing the 
inclusion of lean-to and porch without break in the roof- 
line. To be noted are the characteristic whitewash, window 
shutters, picket fence, and rear appendages. An outside 




Gable-side of half-timbered double pen on the Hillard place 
near New Braunfels. Limestone blocks served as the nogging. 
Wooden lean-to and enclosed porch were added after a new 
house had been built and the double pen was converted to a 
barn.
Figure 36
The old Naegelin bakery in New Braunfels. This two-room 
half-timber house was built as early as l81+5. Note the 
whitewash and window shutters. A rock lean-to was built 




Gable end of the Klingelhoefer house in Fredericksburg, 
showing outside stairway, rock lean-to, and front porch. 
Plaster and whitewash hide the half-timber construction of 
the house.
Figure 38
The half-timber construction of the Klingelhoefer house is 
decorativelv displayed along its front. The house was 
built in i8h-7, and consists of two rooms and an enclosed 
central hall. Note window shutters.
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housing the kitchen. The roof, descending with a relatively 
steep pitch over the main house, comes to a gentler slope 
as it covers the lean-to. In the same manner, it was; 
extended across the front of the house to form the porch.
The practice of extending the roof to form a protective 
overhang is quite common in Hesse from where many of the 
early settlers immigrated. According to Ehemann, at first 
only the front door was covered.^ ̂  Later, and especially 
in cases where the animal stalls were connected with the 
house, a roof overhang was extended along the entire side 
of the house, providing protection between house and stall 
entrances. On two-and-a-half story houses, the extension 
of the roof often gave rise to the second floor balcony, 
certainly not a unique feature of the Fraenkische Haus.
The Keuhne-Foerster house (Figure 39) built in 1851, and 
supposedly the first two-story house of Fredericksburg, 
incorporates these architectural features which were also 
popular in the old land.
Normally, the colonial house of the Texas Germans 
was only a story or a story-and-a-half high. Because of its 
low height and the often steep pitch of its roof, the lean- 
to and porch became attached in a manner that provided for 
distinct breaks in the roofline. The interrupted roof is 
indeed an outstanding architectural trait of the area, and 
it serves to reveal the independent evolution of porch,
1 3 9-^Ehemann, op. cit. , p. 110
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Figure 39
The Foerster house in Fredericksburg. It was built in 1851, 
and was the first two-story stone house in the town. This 
house shows the integration of porches with the main struc­




The lower porch of the Foerster house reveals the stairway 
and decorative balusters. The doorway provides an idea of 
the massive structure of these rock buildings.
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house, and lean-to. However, it Is not unusual to find 
larger houses with an uninterrupted roof extending to the 
celling of the first floor (Figure ^1). Upon closer obser­
vation, however, one will find the normal subdivisions of 
the lean-to, the one-room deep central portion, and the 
enclosed porch. Such houses have a distinctly German 
appearance.
Entrance to the attic was gained almost exclusively 
from the outside. The exterior location of the stairway 
(Figure 3 7 ,  e t  al.) seems to reflect the introduction of a 
traditional German practice. Whether this was actually the 
case was impossible to prove. Nonetheless, it appears to 
this writer that the concept of an outside stairway was 
ideally suited to the smaller colonial house and the warm 
and dry climate of the region. The attic itself was used 
for sleeping and storage.
The continuing use today of the half-timber houses 
serves as evidence of the care and precision practiced in 
their construction. The oak studs were hand-hewn and fitted 
with wooden pegs. The nogging of all the houses that were 
observed consisted of native stone and mortar. The use of 
brick as nogging material, while characteristic in Germany, 
was apparently never important in Texas. Indeed, the 
German colonists made ready use of native stone, especially 
after learning that it was self-supporting and did not 
require a wood framework. This was completely unlike the 
practices of the Anglo-American. In fact, the utilization
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Figure li-1
Double log pen with enclosed porch and rock lean-to near 
Fischer in Comal County. Frame siding covers the original 
construction. The uninterrupted roofline lends a German 
appearance to the house. Pitch of roof and outside stair­
way are familiar features of the German colonial house in 
the Texas hill country.
Figure li-2
Restored half-timber house in Fredericksburg. The appen­
dages to the original house which was built in 18R8 provide 
for the characteristic sawtooth pattern of many town resi­
dences. .The additions also serve to indicate the changes 
in building materials. Note casement windows, window shut­
ters, and platform for a former outside stairway.
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of stone must be recognized as a major contribution by the 
German settler to the formation of a cultural-geographically 
distinct area. The rock houses, barns, and fences are evi­
dence of the German settlement imprint in Texas.
Although both half-timber and rock structures are 
representative of the German building phase, the use of 
stone in construction should be recognized as the final and 
composite expression of German occupance of the hill coun­
try. The progression from true log or half-timber to stone 
construction is clearly revealed in the sawtooth pattern 
of many city residences (Figure ^2). Stone construction 
becomes especially predominant in the western portions of 
the settlement area. In New Braunfels, frame buildings 
are by far more numerous than in Fredericksburg. Contribut­
ing to this contrast were the availability of sawed pine 
lumber from Eastern Texas and the greater effectiveness of 
American architectural influences in the New Braunfels 
area. However, as one proceeds into the limestone hills and 
toward Gillespie County, rock construction is increasingly 
noticeable. Fredericksburg can be identified by its stone 
houses and their characteristic saltbox shape (Figures ^3- 
Li-6) which resulted when the basic form and subdivisions of 
the earlier American house were retained. The Fredericks­
burg saltbox consists essentially of a one-room, story-and- 
a-half building with a lean-to and an attached porch. There 
are numerous examples of two and three-room houses, but the 
single-room house is decidedly prominent enough to qualify
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Figure ^3
One-room, story-and-a-half saltbox in Fredericksburg. Small 
window on lean-to indicates that the stairway to the upper 
half story is located on the inside. Note the decorative 
porch which was added to the house.
Figure b h
One-room, story-and-a-half saltbox near Sisterdale. The 
outside stairway is clearly visible. Lean-to serves as 




Fredericksburg saltbox with outside stairway and casement 
windows. The builder very wisely changed from large stones 
to smaller ones as the house grew in height. Note window 
shutters and picket fence. The careful pointing was done 
in recent years.
Figure *+6
One-room, story-and-a-half rock house in Fredericksburg.
Note the two rear additions, and the small window indicating 
the interior location of the stairway. The front of the 
house has received a plaster and whitewash covering.
Mm »'m?
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as a norm. The lean-to although built simultaneously with 
the house retains its identity as an addition to the main 
building, The lean-tos continuing function as the kitchen 
is apparent in the sizeable chimney. Although outside 
stairways are numerous enough to be considered a character­
istic of the rock house, there are many of these houses 
where the stairs have been shifted to the inside. This move 
came as a result of larger houses and the desire for greater 
convenience and privacy. In most cases a straight stair­
case leads from the lean-to toward the upper half story.
A small window positioned near the roofline of the lean-to 
is added proof of the stair's interior location (Figure !+3)» 
The Fredericksburg saltbox houses are related directly to 
the earlier log cabins which because of the lean-to had the 
characteristic shape of a saltbox. There seems to be no 
direct relationship between the saltboxes of the Texas hill 
country and those of New England. Indirectly, these houses 
are in all likelihood related to similar ancestral struc­
tures of central Europe. The Einhaus shown in Figure 1 5 
indicates that as an architectural trait the saltbox is of 
Old World origin.
As may be noted from several of the representative 
illustrations, the German rock houses are excellent evidence 
of their builders' skills. Native limestone became the 
preferred building material. The stone is quite soft in 
its natural state, but hardens with time. As was pointed 
out to this writer, this characteristic made it possible to
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saw the stone into any desired shape and size. Lime mixed 
with water and earth was used as mortar. Numerous pits 
which served as lime kilns (Figure h 7 ) remain as landscape 
imprints, attesting to the cultural-historical building 
activity of the German colonists. The walls of the rock 
houses were massive, around fifteen to twenty inches in 
thickness. Although considerable attention was given to 
the preparation of building blocks, the joints between rocks 
are often quite wide. This is especially true of those 
buildings constructed of odd-sized blocks. It is doubtful 
that the careful pointing of the joints was a characteristic 
trait of the early settlement period, but it is a common 
practice today if for no other reason but to accentuate the 
appearance of the house (Figure *+5) • In contrast to the 
half-timber houses, the rock constructed buildings are 
rarely whitewashed. The roofs are relatively simple, con­
sisting of wall plates, rafters and ridge pole, with the 
pole lying between the peaked gable walls. Cypress or oak 
shingles served as the usual roofing material, later to be 
replaced by sheets of galvanized metal. Similarly, the 
attic is a sleeping and storage area. Cellars are the 
exception rather than the rule. The near-surface location 
of the bedrock, and, in fact, its frequent outcropping 
prevented their ready construction. The difficulty of digging 
cellars was noted as a distinct disadvantage to the manu­
facture of beer.
The features which are characteristically associated
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Figure U-7
Lime burning pit on the Preusser place near Smithon's Valley 
in Comal County. The pit dating from the early 1850's 
provided the lime needed in the making of mortar.
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with the German dwelling of the hill country, whether half­
timber or rock house, are picket fences, window shutters, 
casement windows, flower boxes, and a well-swept yard. The 
practice of raking and sweeping the yard may very well be a 
carry-over from Germany. The sod covered front yard so com­
mon to the American scene is an exception in Germany. In 
rural and urban areas, houses are built virtually against 
the street. A small courtyard usually functions as a ser­
vice area. It is this courtyard which is kept meticuously 
clean and free of any grass. There are, of course, the 
rather convincing reasons expressed by the residents in 
Texas that grass is not permitted to grow because "its just 
too costly in a dry area and, besides, it would make a 
fine hiding place for snakes." Without being dogmatic in 
accepting one or the other explanation, it may, neverthe­
less, be suggested that the German custom of grassless and 
swept yards was ideally suited to the problems of the new 
locale.
The casement window, although less prominent today, 
was a distinctive trait of the German builder. Examples 
of such windows are shown in Figures b 2 and b 5 . The sashes 
are hinged to the uprights of the window frame and open 
toward the inside. Across the top of these windows are often 
two smaller fixed windows, resembling the rather common fan 
lights over the sturdily built front doors. The wood­
worker's art as reflected in such features as windows and 
doors was certainly a distinguishing trait between German
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and American settlers. The activity of these artisans is 
perhaps most readily revealed in the porch decorations that 
adorn many a house. In contrast to the open porches of the 
American dwelling, those of the German houses are often 
supplied with beautifully cut balustrades (Figures li-0 and 
h8). This practice, besides being ornamental also lends a 
greater degree of privacy and security, both of which are 
rather typical German character traits that find their most 
obvious expression in the all-enclosing fences and window 
shutters. The techniques of house construction and such 
attendant features as pitch of roof, outside stairways, 
porch decorations, window shutters, casement windows, and 
picket fences are representative elements of the German 
settlement complex in the hill country. The areal distribu­
tion of this complex is most apparent throughout Comal, 
Kendall, and Gillespie counties. These counties form with­
out question the core area of the German settlement imprint 
(Figure 17).
A unique feature of the Fredericksburg scene is the 
Sunday house. These are small, one-room, story-and-a-half 
frame or rock structures (Figure li-9) that functioned as 
weekend dwellings for those who came to seek the business 
and social services of the town. The usual builders were 
farmers from the surrounding countryside. Many of the Sun­
day houses were located in the neighborhood of churches and 
some actually on the church grounds. This indicated that 
they were built by people who regularly attended church, but
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Figure h8
Decorative balusters on the partially enclosed porch of the 
Hillard place near New Braunfels. The house is a one room 
rock saltbox with lean-to and outside stairway.
Figure *+9
One of the few remaining Sunday houses in Fredericksburg. 
As most, it is unoccupied and in disrepair. The Sunday 
houses are usually frame-constructed buildings, indicating 
that they were built for a purpose which did not require a 
large and sturdy house. Note outside stairway.
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also wanted to participate in Saturday's activities. The 
Sunday houses of Fredericksburg resemble at least func­
tionally the Saba or Sabbath Day houses of colonial Connecti­
cut. Whether the two have any direct relationship is dif­
ficult, if not impossible, to ascertain today. By i860, 
a total of eight New Englanders, two from Connecticut and 
six from Massachusetts, had settled in Gillespie County.
It is conceivable that the idea of the Sunday house was 
introduced from among this group. As a local invention it 
may be related to (1) a farmer's wish to show real posses­
sion of his town lot by building on it, or (2) the unwill­
ingness of relatives to offer their hospitality each weekend 
to the country folks. Easily identified by the weeds 
occupying their yards, the Sunday houses were never prom­
inent in New Braunfels, nor do they reflect a traditional 
German trait.
The change from the initial American building phase 
to a German one is often conspicuously revealed in the 
variety of structural features found on the farmsteads of 
the area. Here the original dwelling frequently continues 
to function as a barn or crib. In a number of instances, 
the central core of the barn consisting of two crudely fash­
ioned log pens and a passage way was identified as the orig­
inal settler's first house. Its function changed when the 
farmer and his family moved into the new rock house nearby.
In some cases, the appearance of the initial log structure, 
now serving as a barn, was greatly altered through additions
on the long sides and the construction of a new and larger 
roof. The result is a truly German appearance of the barn 
(Figure 50). However, instead of retaining the first log 
house in the manner described, it was quite common for it 
to be eventually replaced by a rock barn. These imposing 
structures (Figures 51~5!+) are obsolete reminders of an 
earlier and very different agricultural economy than pre­
vails today in the hill country. In their steeply pitching 
roofs and side entrances which were supplied with the 
traditional hay-wagon doors as well as standard size ones 
which expose the hard-packed threshing floor of yesteryear, 
these barns strongly reflect their relation to those of 
Germany. However, in their basic functional pattern of two 
pens separated by a passageway (Figure 55) their relation 
with the earlier log structures is obvious. The two room­
like partitions of the barn functioned as graneries. Poles 
and planks were laid across their top providing a place 
where hay and straw were stored. Rock or frame lean-tos 
along one or both sides of the barn are common. They usu­
ally serve as additional storage area or as animal shelters.
On the farmsteads of the hill country, the use of 
native rock in construction was greatly expanded. It 
became the customary building material not only for the 
house, but also for the service buildings and animal enclo­
sures (Figure 56). Rock fences, as a truly German settle­
ment element, wind sinuously for miles through the countryside, 
separating one property from another and fields from
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Figure 50
-Large frame barn build around an original double-pen log 
house. The additions provide for a structure that closely 
resembles the large German barn. Note the rock fence in 
the background.
Figure 51
Rock barn representative of the German building phase.
This barn is one of a number of limestone buildings on the 
Arnold farm near New Braunfels. Note the large side doors 




Front side of the large stone barn on the Kreusler place 
near New Braunfels. In earlier times the roof was covered 
with cypress shingles.
Figure 53
Another fine example of the German settler's construction 
with stone. This barn with lean-to was located on the 




Large stone barn of the German building phase with frame 
additions. The lean-tos served as implement shed and live­
stock shelter. The use of rock on the German settler’s 
farmstead is very well illustrated.
- ■ Figure 55
From the earlier American building phase, this double pen 




This illustration shows two of the representative features 
commonly found on the German farms of the hill country--the 
large rock barn and the rock-walled livestock enclosures.
Figure 57
The so-called Mexican picket fence. This type of fence is 
still popular as a barnyard fence. Cedar logs are driven 
into the ground and supported by two strands of wire inter­
woven near the top of the posts.
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pastureland. The rock fence replacing the earlier worm, 
rail, or picket fences is a representative symbol of the 
German building phase. Because of his earlier activity of 
intensive crop production rather than ranching, the German 
settler found it necessary to protect his cropland from 
freely roaming livestock. Any of the various log fences, 
especially the worm fence and the Mexican picket fence, 
though the latter became quite popular as a barnyard fence 
(Figure 57), were ill-adapted to an area where timber was 
naturally scarce. Besides, the log fences deteriorated 
rapidly and were never a great defense against cattle. Wire 
fencing, on the other hand, was not to become popular for 
another three decades. The ready availability of rock made 
it a logical fence building material. The factors enum­
erated above were influential, though not necessarily 
decisive, in the construction of the Texas rock fences.
Here again one must recognize the ethnic characteristics 
and traditions of the German immigrant. The use of rock 
in the construction of terraces and property walls is a 
common practice on the vineyarded slopes of the Rhineland 
and the farm regions of the Hessian uplands from which many 
of the colonists came. To many a German farmer it thus 
represented a familiar practice which, though painstaking 
and time consuming, ideally reflected the quality of perma­
nence so characteristic of German settlement in the hill 
country. In the construction of these fences, sledges 
pulled by oxen were used to haul the rocks. Today, barbed
19^
wire fences frequently parallel the slowly crumbling rock 
barriers, some of which become ready-made sources of build­
ing stone at "two bits a load" for Mexican laborers moving 
into New Braunfels (Figures 58 and 59)*
Rock walls serving as livestock pens are also part of 
the assemblage of structures that compose a hill country 
farmstead. However, it is not unusual to find within the 
confines of a farm the use of a variety of fence types, 
including the older rail and Mexican picket fences (Figure 
60). The enclosures formed by these fences basically take 
on the function of the animal barn. As a rule, there are no 
buildings, lest a lean-to is to be designated as such, that 
serve as stalls for cattle, sheep or goats. One exception 
is a frequently found rectangular rock building whose south 
side is without a wall (Figure 61). The lower part of the 
structure includes several box stalls for horses and mules. 
Hay and straw were stored on its upper floor. No farmstead 
is complete without the small, windowless smoke houses (Fig­
ures 62 and 63), and the rain barrels and cisterns. To 
collect rainwater is an essential function of the roof in 
the hill country, certainly more so than the function repre­
sented by the pitch of roofs on some of the earlier German 
houses. Here again, the construction of a roof capable of 
shedding snow was not necessarily done with this function in 
mind. Instead, it must be recognized as a logical continua­
tion of a learned and familiar practice.
The German farmstead often includes numerous material
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Figure 58
The stone fence remains a common sight in the hill country. 
As many of these old fences, this one is visibly crumbling 
and for this reason has been paralleled by a few strands of 
barbed wire. Note the scrubby growth of live oaks (Quercus 
virginiana), and the rockiness of this pastureland.
Figure 59
Stone fence at Lange's Muehle near Doss in Gillespie'’ County. 
A wire fence follows the old rock wall. Note vegetation 





Three common farmstead fences of the hill country are shown 
in this illustration. In the foreground a rail fence, 
behind, a portion of a rock fence, and in the background the 
Mexican picket fence.
Figure 61
This is the type of building which sheltered horses and 
mules. Its open side, revealing the individual boxes, 
faces toward the south. The upper part of the building 




Smokehouse on the Krause place near Fischer in Comal County. 
Cedar logs were used in its construction.
Figure 63
Smokehouse built of limestone blocks on the Arnold place 
near New Braunfels. Note the large open-barrel cistern.
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items that reflect both the isolated location of the farm 
and the ingenuity of the settler. Examples are such essen­
tial elements as watering troughs which were chiseled out 
of solid rock (Figure 65) or fence gates that swing freely 
even though they are not fastened with hinges (Figure 66). 
These seemingly inconsequential features are nonetheless 
representative elements of the German culture trait complex 
in the hill country. This complex obtains its most rele­
vant components from the building practices and techniques 
of the German immigrant. The resultant half-timber and 
rock houses were in stark contrast to both the earlier and 
the more recent results of American architectural schools 
(Figure 67). Although the original colonists were prac­
tical enough and adopted the Southerner's house and its 
construction, they did alter their position completely with 
respect to how it should be built, thereby providing for 
the diagnostic German effect. That the German settler 
returned to his traditional building materials and methods 
reveals his preference for those time-honored and familiar 
traits essential in the construction of a home symbolizing 
its builder's permanent attachment to the land.
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Figure 65-
Water tank chiseled out of bedrock on the Hillard place 
near New Braunfels. Note the stone fence which was built 
to keep animals from the precious supply of water.
Figure 65
Livestock watering trough on the Arnold place near New 
Braunfels. These hand-carved troughs were a common mate­




Home-made fence gate on the Arnold place near New Braunfels. 
The cedar hinge post is set into a hole carved into a small 
rock. An iron band is looped across the hinge and a fixed 





Among the house forms that have replaced the German colo­
nial house is this bungalow whose distribution, especially 
in the western portion of the hill country, is quite prom­
inent. It stands as an example of the American cultural 
imprint.
Figure 68
Canyon Lake Dam on the Guadalupe River in Comal County.
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CHAPTER VI
FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE MODIFICATION OF THE 
GERMAN CULTURAL SCENE
Shortly before the outbreak of the first World War, 
one writer noted that the inhabitants of the Texas hill 
country remained truly German in language and sentiment. ̂ 6  
To this accurate observation should perhaps have been added 
that the German cultural expressions were hardly based on 
a strong allegiance with the German nation. Rather, they 
represented a logical continuation of traditional values 
by a homogeneous and tightly-knit settlement group, ideally 
guarded from outside effects by geography and their own 
cultural peculiarities. In their national-political feel­
ings, the German settlers were closely aligned with their 
chosen country. This attitude was dramatically revealed 
shortly after the founding of New Braunfels and on the 
occasion of celebrating the completion of a building which 
was to house the offices of the Verein. Prince Solms 
symbolically took possession of the new structure and the 
settlement by raising the Austrian flag (a German flag was 
for some reason u n a v a i l a b l e ) . ^ ?  The colonists, however,
^-^Benjamin, op. _cit., p. 55*
13?s. Metzenthin-Raunich, "New Braunfels, 9!+55"
The American-German Review. XI (l9*+5)5 5~8.
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were unwilling to follow this example and raised the flag of 
Texas, thereby indicating their allegiance to the republic 
and disapproval with Solms and the affairs of the Verein.
The settlers who in general were representatives of the peas­
ant and lower middle class had little sympathy for anyone 
that could be identified with the feudal power structure of 
Germany's principalities. Roemer, in the account of his 
visit to New Braunfels and the settlement area in 18M-6, men­
tioned that he met many colonists who tried to hide their 
German nationality. He recognized this conduct as a rebellion 
principally by the poor peasant against the established order 
and an identification with his new home where he for the 
first time was an "equal among equals."138 The relatively 
large number of German settlements given English names was 
cited earlier as an example of the colonists' identification 
with America.
However, since the initial settlement was well 
organized, keeping large numbers of immigrants together 
within a relatively confined area, the linquistic, socio­
economic, and material traits of the German colonists became 
well established. Even the rather early demise of the organi­
zation which had initiated the emigration did not break up 
the cohesiveness of the settlement group. That was to be 
reserved to time, economic adjustments, and such historical 
events as the Civil War and World Wars I and II.
^^Roemer, Texas. p. 8k.
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The greatest single change in the "Deutschtum" of the 
Texas hill country was precipitated by World War I. Its 
effect was drastically revealed by the exclusion of the 
German language from the area's school systems. Hardly less 
significant was the weakening of ethnic ties because of the 
people's increasing contact with the outside world. Many 
of the young men drafted into the armed services were given 
their first opportunity to look beyond the narrow horizons 
of the family's ranch or farm. Consequently, as a result of 
this experience a great number preferred to settle elsewhere.
Of those that did return, many did not come alone, but with 
marriage partners who were not of German background. This 
cultural hybridization provided for friction and conflict 
among elders and young people. The result in either case was 
that previously closely tied family units were shattered, 
with the younger generation often relinquishing their homes 
and many of the German culture traits.
The effects of cultural change produced by World War 
I were duplicated by World War II. The anti-German feeling 
generated by both military conflicts was in itself sufficient 
cause for many hill country Germans to disassociate them­
selves from those traits that would identify them, however 
indirectly, with Germany. Nevertheless, a number of the 
inhabitants when questioned on the subject of the Second 
World War were quite vociferous in their rejection of President 
Roosevelt whom they called a Feuerfresser (fire eater) and 
whom they blamed for America's involvement in the struggle.
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It may seem strange, but the fact that the conflict was 
directed against Germany was relatively insignificant. Their 
main objection was that a democratic administration which 
they had not supported was conducting the war that seriously 
depleted the number of young men needed to work the farms and 
ranches. During the interviews, it was made clear that 
local inhabitants attempted to have their sons exempted from 
the draft, an action which was both economically and politi­
cally motivated, but which was interpreted as an alignment 
with the enemy.
Similar attitudes and actions on the part of the 
German settlers had generated considerable anti-German senti­
ment during the Civil War. At that time, Germans of Kendal, 
Gillespie, and Mason Counties became known as "bushwackers" 
because they tried to evade conscription in the Confederate 
forces by seeking refuge in the hills. Many of those who fled, 
often as far as Mexico, were also the advocates of a Pan-Ger­
manism in Texas. The loss of these men combined with inten­
sified efforts to suppress the abolitionist and unionist atti­
tudes of the German settlers had a definite disruptive effect. 
Into this breach entered voices favoring closer and better 
relations with Anglo-Americans. Here again should be men­
tioned the efforts of the publisher of the Neu Braunfelser 
Zeitung. His objective was to bring the German colonist into 
accord with American culture in general and the Southerner's 
political views in particular. He was truly rewarded when 
New Braunfels and Comal County voted overwhelmingly in favor
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of secession. It should be recalled, however, that the geo­
graphic location of the town and county was no less a factor 
in providing for accelerated acculturation.
The mixed, intensive farming which had become a trade­
mark of the German colonists in the hill country was sub­
jected to influences already discussed, that forced its 
gradual transition to the extensive ranching economy of 
today.
In adjusting to his role as a rancher, the German 
settler of the hill country was relinquishing one of his 
distinctive traits, that of the small, diversified farmer. 
Although he continued to be identified culturally by his 
German background, he nevertheless had begun to reorient an 
important part of his way of life in accordance with timely 
economic determinants. With the decline in farming and the 
increased emphasis on keeping livestock, the settlers began 
to leave the country for the city. Favorably located between 
San An'tonio and Austin and well known for its function as a 
trade and industrial center and as the symbol of German set­
tlement in Texas, New Braunfels attracted many a former hill 
farmer. By moving into the city, the individualism of these 
people was seriously challenged as they became a part of a 
heterogeneous urban population and culture. The occupational 
advantages of New Braunfels had brought to this "city of a 
prince" people of varying backgrounds, including a large con­
tingent of M e x i c a n s . ^39 This population group has become
139ij]le 196O Census lists a foreign born population of
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numerically strong enough to generate its own cultural impact 
to the New Braunfels urban scene.
The factors that were influential in bringing the 
often highly isolated rural districts into closer rapport 
with the towns included improved communications and a greatly 
expanded network of roads. Both developments were greatly 
facilitated if not directly initiated by the vigorous drive 
for water conservation and rural electrification during the 
New Deal era. Although the motives for these development 
schemes were not in agreement with the normal conservative 
political philosophy of this area, by the early 1930's the 
hill country people were impoverished and in need of help.
The very fact that Gillespie County reversed its time-honored 
Republican tradition and in 1932 voted for the Democratic 
ticket exemplifies the seriousness of the situation. There 
is little question that the hill country received a tremendous 
economic impetus as these programs left the drawing boards 
and were actually implemented in the field. The construction 
of dams served two purposes: to tame the fickle flow of the 
Texas streams, thereby assuring greater safety to those 
occupying the valleys, and to provide water storage for con­
servation and for hydro-electric and thermal power development. 
The sprawling reservoirs created by impounding water, though 
inundating farmland and the material relics of the area's
l+,330 for Comal County. Of this total, 2,599 were native 
Mexicans, while 1,216 gave their country of origin as 
Germany.
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culture history, offered unlimited opportunities for recrea­
tional activities such as fishing, swimming, and boating.
An expanding road system provided accessibility to an area 
which had long suffered from isolation. The new roads not 
only facilitated the movement of those within the area, but 
also brought the outsider, seeking the outdoor life and 
activity of the hills. Land developers seizing the oppor­
tunity, bought the land in the vicinity of the artificial 
lakes and subdivided it for the purpose of weekend or seasonal 
living. Thus, an area which had been neglected began to 
change under the impact of economic stimulation.
However, in the process of reorganization a new and 
different cultural landscape began to take shape, forcing 
the elimination of earlier imprints, including those of 
German -settlement. During two summers of field work in the 
hill country, this writer was able to observe the immediate 
and dramatic change which a stream-control project brought 
to the hills and valleys barely twenty miles northwest of 
New Braunfels. Here, on the Guadalupe River, the Corps of 
Engineers completed in 19655 the 6,830 feet long Canyon Dam 
whose reservoir occupies some 13?000 acres. It was constructed 
for the dual purposes of flood control and water conservation. 
Unusually heavy, late spring rains had partially filled the 
huge reservoir (Figure 68) by the summer of 1965. The relo­
cation of roads and the construction of new access roads to 
the principal shoreline parks and subdivisions was being com­
pleted during the same summer. The offices of land developers
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were everywhere, conspicuously and tastelessly advertized.
On weekends literally thousands of cars would converge upon 
the area, their occupants seeking the recreation of the lake 
and the tranquility of hill country living. Many of the hill 
folk who represented an earlier culture period retreated to 
town as their land was either submerged or converted to a 
site for a weekend cottage. Others made adjustments in their 
old way of life in order to accommodate the new one. This 
is well exemplified by the decision of two ranchers living 
in the vicinity of Canyon Lake to reduce the number of their 
mohair goats because they directly compete with deer for 
forage. To these ranchers, the benefits of leasing their 
land to hunters from Austin and San Antonio were actually 
greater than those derived from keeping goats. Land use in 
the hill country is undergoing drastic change as new and 
different values are manifesting themselves.
After almost one and a quarter centuries, the cultural 
assimilation of the hill country Germans and the modifica­
tion of what has been recognized as a German Altlandschaft 
is proceeding at an accelerated pace.. Though the traditional 
German linguistic, social, economic, and material traits 
were sufficiently prominent to reveal themselves both areally 
and through time, they constituted, nevertheless, but a 
phase in the sequential occupance pattern of the hill coun­
try. In attempting to arrive at some picture of reality for 
this area, this occupance phase serves as an important and 
essential building block. Therefore, it is implausible to
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overlook the remaining effects of German culture influence 
which, though modified, lend themselves to the reconstruction 
of an earlier geography and to a "better understanding of 
present-day landscape patterns.
CONCLUSION
The present-day geographic patterns of south-central 
Texas are increasingly influenced by the spread of highways, 
the expansion of manufacturing, and the growth of urban 
centers. The land seemingly forever lasting in its basic 
areal expression has assumed a new and less active role in 
its relation to man and his culture. The technologic and 
economic changes of the last several decades have forged a 
new attitude toward our perception of the environment. The 
immediate result has been a modification if not a complete 
destruction of previously existing landscape patterns.
Today's inhabitant of the area, functioning as an active 
participant in the ever-changing order of events that 
fashion our occupance and use of the land, is relatively 
unaware of these earlier geographic patterns and their 
elements. It is these elements which occur in the form of 
a specific social practice, a name, an architectural trait, 
or a material relic that reflect the imprints of a bygone 
era. Though these elements may have little or no functional 
relation to the contemporary setting, they are nevertheless 
diagnostic features whose description and explanation are 
essential to regional geographic interpretation.
It has been the objective of this dissertation, through 
the methods of cultural-historical inquiry, to bring into
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focus the development of an initial culture area within 
that portion of Texas popularly called the hill country.
The fact that this area of Texas was settled by German people 
is basic to the thesis of the dissertation which recog­
nizes the formation of an areally distinct landscape, com­
bining traditional German cultural practices and the influ­
ences of the Texas hill country and its other populations, 
including Indian, Spanish, and Anglo-American elements.
The fundamental consideration in the selection of the 
dissertation area was the introduction of a foreign culture 
to a basically unfamiliar physical and social milieu. That 
culture's action and reaction within that new and strange 
setting formed the background for both field and archival 
research. In the process of conducting this research, 
three major points of interest were formulated whose analy­
sis and synthesis has been the basis of the preceding 
chapters. It is the purpose of this concluding chapter 
once more to focus attention upon these particular considera­
tions .
-s.
Point I--The Distribution of the German Settlements
New Braunfels, the first and principal settlement of 
the population group here under consideration is situated 
on the border of two geographically diverse areas, the 
undulating, open prairie, and the intricately dissected and 
timbered margins of the Edwards Plateau, better .known as 
the hill country. At the time of the founding of New
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Braunfels [ 18̂ +5] 5 the prairie and the hill country were 
relatively vacant lands. The decision of the German set­
tler to forsake the fertile prairie for the poor and iso­
lated hills rests on numerous factors, including the location 
of the original settlement grant some 100 miles northwest of 
New Braunfels, the availability-of lumber, water and game, 
the area's dry climate, and its resemblance to the settler's 
lost homeland. However, the pronounced movement into the 
hills strongly suggests the German settler's voluntary if 
not enforced separation from Anglo-American influences because 
of conflicting religious, political, and socio-economic atti­
tudes. It should be recalled that separation of cultures 
and the preservation of German culture traits were paramount 
in the minds of the men responsible for the settlement activ­
ities. These objectives were naturally supported by the 
locally contrasting environmental conditions. Inasmuch as 
the hill country was ideally suited to the small scale, 
intensive farming of the German settler, its physical charac­
teristics were detrimental to the expansion of extensive 
cotton or livestock production, which were the prevalent 
economic pursuits of the Anglo-American. Thus, the distri­
bution of the German settlements reveals a series of influ­
ences, not the least of which was the desire to retain the 
group's ethnic homogeneity. The hill country provided that 
seclusion and the opportunity for German culture traits to 
assert themselves both areally and through time.
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Point II--The German Immigrant as a Frontier Settler
New Braunfels In 18if5 had beenTounded along the 
westernmost margin of the American frontier in Texas. With 
the exception of Austin toward the north and San Antonio to 
the south, most of the area surrounding the settlement was 
unoccupied. The majority of the Anglo-American settlements 
were located some distance toward the east, adhering to 
the wooded bottomlands of such rivers as the Colorado,
Brazos, and Trinity. The Black Prairies immediately■east 
of New Braunfels had attracted few settlers since timber was 
not readily available. West of the line between San Antonio 
and Austin lay uncontested Indian territory, dominated by 
wandering Comanche bands.
As an outpost of civilization, the German immigrants 
in the hill country became quickly involved in the dynamics
of the frontier. In part to protect themselves from Indian
depredations as well as to extend the area for potential 
settlement, the German settlers concluded a peace treaty 
with the prominent local Indian groups. Though the area 
toward the west lay now open, the German colonists did not. 
accept the challenge to expand the frontier. Their occupance
of the land had from the beginning the obvious distinction
of permanence. This particular trait of the German set­
tler, exhibited in numerous ways but perhaps best exemplified 
in his architectural practices, became a distinguishing 
element between German and Anglo-American frontier inhabi­
tants. By discarding the initially adopted American frontier
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methods of house construction for the painstaking but endur­
ing traditional ways, the Germans exhibited their conserva­
tive attitude in relation to the land. They had unques­
tionably come to stay, and neither the lure of larger and 
virtually free tracts of land in the original grant nor the 
apparent discovery of gold only a short distance toward 
the northwest could bring these people to move from their 
chosen places.
Just as the permanency of the German’s house, barn, 
and fence construction was unlike that customarily practiced 
by the American frontiersman, so was the German's preoccupa­
tion with particular social traditions, whether these 
involved the formation of various clubs and organizations 
or the weekend dances and the celebrations of numerous fes­
tivals. The Anglo-American in general considered the involve­
ment in such activities as frivolous and wasted expressions 
of a population group not in touch with the realities of 
frontier life. The rather early demise of several settlement 
attempts by German immigrants, especially those conducted 
by groups of Forty-eighters, serves to exemplify the dif­
ficulty of preserving traditional habits within an environ- - 
ment that necessitated innovation.
The German settler of the hill country became a 
frontier dweller not by choice but rather by chance. The 
way of life, expressed in his material and social traits, 
which he chose for himself, suggests that he never truly 
adopted the role of a frontiersman. Indeed, the German's
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cautious approach to settlement along the frontier created 
an apparent and lasting effect on the landscape.
Point III--The Cultural Landscape of German Settlement
The development of a landscape composed of German cul­
tural characteristics has to be recognized in the light of 
three contributing influences. One important factor was 
the very nature of undertaking the settlement. The German 
immigrant was brought to Texas as a member of a planned 
settlement scheme. From the time of his recruitment in 
Germany until his successful occupance of the new land, 
the immigrant relied for leadership, supplies, and food upon 
the settlement organization. This organization was composed 
of a group of German noblemen originally known as the 
Adelsverein and simply referred to as the Verein throughout 
the context of the dissertation. Although the intentions 
of the Verein by providing for German emigration to Texas 
are not totally clear, the organization definitely made it 
its purpose to maintain the emigrants as a cohesive unit, 
preventing so far as possible the direct mixing of cultures 
and the group's immediate assimilation of American culture 
traits. It should be recalled that Prince Solms, the leader 
of the colonists in Texas and the man responsible for find­
ing their first settlement, was vehemently opposed to the 
mixing of ethnic groups and emphasized to the colonists the 
importance of preserving their German traditions.
The second contributing influence was that the
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eventual settlement region fulfilled rather ideally the 
function of a refuge area. Though well suited to the particu­
lar land use practices of the German settler, the hill 
country was a cul-de-sac to the economic aspirations of the 
Southern American. As a result, the German settler was able 
to function in relative isolation. Thus, by virtue of these 
geographic conditions the German settler asserted himself 
in the landscape through both visible material forms and 
less obvious socio-economic traits.
The third influence that should be brought to mind is 
that German settlement of the hfll country represented 
initial, sedentary occupance. The landscape-shaping effects 
of the cultural antecedents to German colonization can be 
regarded as only superficial imprints. Indeed, the German 
immigrant found himself in rather unspoiled natural sur­
roundings. Isolated from extra-cultural influences and 
acting within a system of traditional German values, he was 
able to form an initial and conspicuous cultural imprint or 
Altlandschaft which is distinguishable from other man-made 
imprints.
The generic qualities of German settlement in the hill 
country focus on linguistic, social, economic, and material 
expressions. Elements of each remain as diagnostic features 
of an area which has undergone considerable change since 
German colonists first began using it to suit their own 
particular objectives. The features which reveal a great 
deal about this way of life are those which the settler
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constructed to implement his existence on the land. Many of 
these, such as houses, barns, and fences are cultural relics 
and often in no way functionally related to the contemporary 
scene. Their presence, however, strongly reflects the German 
settler's adherence to and preservation of traditional prac­
tices. These are best exemplified in the still apparent 
distribution of half-timbering or Fachwerk in house con­
struction and the use of stone for various building purposes, 
including the construction of fences.
Both the practice of half-timbering and rock and 
mortar construction belong to an architectural time sequence 
which has been classified in this dissertation as the 
German phase. It was preceded by a so-called American phase, 
reflected in the adoption and implementation of southern log 
work. Influential in this rather instantaneous borrowing 
of an American culture trait were (1) immigrant guidebooks, 
(2) locally prevailing climatic conditions, and (3) fron­
tier expediency. During this initial occupance period which 
lasted from one to two years, the German settler built 
crudely fashioned log huts. The typical dwelling consisted 
of a single room with a large stone chimney and fireplace on 
its north side. Unfinished oak or cedar logs between ten 
and twelve feet in length were piled one upon the other and 
fitted for corner support with either "V" or saddle notches.
A variety of materials were used to fill the chinks between 
individual logs, including rocks, earth, sod, and pieces of 
wood. Roofs consisted of timbers laid across the gable ends
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of the house and covered with grass, cypress, or oak shin­
gles. This house performed two functions: to protect its 
owner from the vicissitudes of the climate and for sleeping. 
During the earlier settlement period the cooking was done 
outside. The single log pen appears to have been the most 
common first house of the German immigrant, exceeding in 
popularity the slightly more elaborate double pen or dog­
trot .
According to the reports of travelers to the German 
settlement area, the change from the initial building phase 
occurred as soon as a colonist had established de-facto con­
trol over his land. Some were apparently in the process of 
constructing substantial dwellings before the first year had 
passed. The return to traditional building practices 
serves to exemplify man's cultural conservatism in general 
and the German settler's desire for permanent occupance of 
the land specifically.
The German building phase is represented by a return 
to half-timbering methods which in turn were succeeded by 
rock construction. Both methods resulted in structures that 
reflect attention to excellence and aesthetic achievement, 
traits that were altogether lacking during the initial or 
American phase. However, unlike the traditional rural half- 
timber dwelling of the Central German Uplands, the fraenkische 
or Franconian house, the German colonial house of Texas 
became a one-story structure, either square or rectangular 
in outline. It consists of a frame of hand hewn cedar or
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oak studs set into sill and plate timbers and supported by 
logs positioned at an angle between the uprights. Rocks 
and mortar served as the common n o gging material. The 
completed walls were covered on both sides with a whitewash, 
giving the house a clean and bright appearance, while hiding 
the basic construction. In contrast to earlier times, 
present-day owners of the remaining half-timber houses 
often make it a practice to keep only the nogging white­
washed, while accentuating the frame portion with paint or 
stain. This is done to enhance the appearance of a structure 
which is increasingly recognized as a unique local attrac­
tion (Figures 33 and 38). The roofs of these houses as 
well as those of the later rock structures were covered with 
cypress shingles or shakes. The wooden roofing material 
was a local substitute for slate tile customarily used in 
Germany.
Besides its diminutive size, a further change from 
the true half-timbered house of Germany was the complete 
lack of hearth and chimney as a central and integral part 
of the dwelling. Both changes reflect an adjustment to cli­
mate. The two-and-a-half story size of the fraenkische or 
Franconian house resulted from the inclusion of animal 
stalls on the first floor, an unnecessary space feature in 
Texas where animals could be kept in the open throughout the 
year. The warm and dry climate of Texas also made the con­
struction of the large, central hearth and chimney unneces­
sary. Instead, the German colonist relegated the function
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of heat supply to the fireplace found alongside the charac­
teristic lean-to. This appendage reveals its function as 
the kitchen in the large side chimney. It became the first 
fully rock-constructed portion of the house and made for 
the saltbox appearance so conspicuously revealed in the 
Fredericksburg area.
The form of the houses, whether they were built by 
the half-timber method or by using rock, reflected a close 
relationship to the earlier and primitive dwellings which 
were of American origin. The single room house or the rec­
tangular one, which was often subdivided into three rooms 
with the middle one serving as a passage from the central 
doorway to the lean-to kitchen, differ greatly in appearance 
from the typical house which the settlers left behind. The 
houses that were built by the German settlers within their 
new surroundings incorporated elements cf both cultures, 
but the methods of their construction have become symbols of 
the German imprint in the landscape.
The German settler's familiarity with masonry con­
struction contributed to the eventual and increasing use 
of stone for building purposes. Once he realized that local 
limestone or sandstone could be used without a supporting 
framework of logs, he discontinued the practice of half- 
timbering for rock construction. Stone was readily available 
and there were few problems in quarrying it, owing especially 
to the locally prominent effects of uplift and diastrophic 
weathering which had provided the natural tools in the
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break-up of the rock. In contrast to logs whose selection 
was time consuming because of the distances that had to be 
covered before locating the appropriate kind and number of 
'timbers, rocks could always be obtained in sufficient amounts 
from one locale. In the case of rural settlement sites, 
this building material could usually be found in the imme­
diate vicinity of the farm.
The characteristic stone house of the German settle­
ment area is in its form related to the square or rectangu­
lar buildings that preceded it. It is usually a story-and- 
a-half high and never more than one room deep with appen­
dages toward the rear and front. The front of the house 
consists of a partially or totally enclosed porch which in 
some instances is covered by an all-integrating roof, lend­
ing a definite German appearance to the house. However, 
the independent nature of both porch and lean-to is readily 
detectable and usually apparent in the interrupted roof- 
line of these buildings.
Unlike the earlier log and later frame buildings of 
the Anglo-American, the German's half-timber and rock struc­
tures are representative elements of the assemblage of culture 
traits which are areally defined and imprinted as a German 
Altlandschaft. Features that complement this complex, espe­
cially with regard to structural forms, include outside 
stairways, window shutters, casement windows, porch decora­
tions, picket fences, and the relatively steep roofs. The 
practice of delimiting one’s holdings by some form of
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enclosure is prominently revealed in both town and country­
side. The stone fence of the rural areas should again be 
singled out as a truly component part of German settlement. 
It remains as a symbol of permanence in settlement and of 
a land use that required security from both wild and domes­
tic animal life. Besides these functions, the fence, in 
the German mind, provided privacy and a definite sense of 
ownership. As part of the rural scene, the German settler’s 
barn stands also as a reminder of an Old World habit trans­
ferred into a new habitat. These large stone structures 
reflect the farmer’s early preoccupation with mixed, inten­
sive cropping rather than ranching, and his traditional 
practice to be well prepared for that season of the year 
when food for both man and animal becomes scarce. Today, 
these barns remain largely empty all year around. They are 
functionally no longer a part of a rural economic pattern 
whose basic unit, the ranch, is identified by its relatively 
few service buildings. Instead, it often consists only of 
the rancher's bungalow, a tool or implement shed, and a 
small barn for the horses. •
The German hill farm stands in stark contrast to 
today’s ranch. In its buildings are reflected the settler's 
attachment to the land and his aspirations to be as self- 
sufficient as possible. This characteristic becomes espe­
cially apparent in the appearance of smoke houses and 
vegetable gardens, both of which are representative elements 
of the German trait complex. An additional feature of this
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complex was a cistern made of terra-cotta. Although these 
particular cisterns have since given way to those made of 
concrete or wood, they apparently were preferred by a 
majority of the early German settlers. It was their belief 
that the customary wooden cistern imparted a bad taste to 
the water. As in the case of the old terra-cotta cisterns, 
so the other physical elements of German settlement are 
destined to become functionally obsolete. In the mean­
time, the remaining relics of the initial colonization 
period allow for the recognition of direct German settlement 
imprints. In addition to the material relics, the percep­
tive observer can find in the attitudes and social traits 
of the hill country folk today undeniable evidence of 
Germanic influence. Indeed the German culture continuum 
appears to be assured for some time to come, if for no 
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